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EUROSIM Congresses are the most important modelling and simulation events in Europe. For 
EUROSIM 2019, we are soliciting original submissions describing novel research and 
developments in the following (and related) areas of interest: Continuous, discrete (event) and 
hybrid modelling, simulation, identification and optimization approaches. Two basic contribution 
motivations are expected: M&S Methods and Technologies and M&S Applications. Contributions 
from both technical and non-technical areas are welcome.  
 
Congress Topics The EUROSIM 2019 Congress will include invited talks, parallel, special and 
poster sessions, exhibition and versatile technical and social tours. The Congress topics of interest 
include, but are not limited to:  
 
Intelligent Systems and Applications  
Hybrid and Soft Computing  
Data & Semantic Mining 
Neural Networks, Fuzzy Systems & 

Evolutionary Computation  
Image, Speech & Signal Processing  
Systems Intelligence and  

Intelligence Systems  
Autonomous Systems  
Energy and Power Systems 
Mining and Metal Industry 
Forest Industry 
Buildings and Construction 
Communication Systems 
Circuits, Sensors and Devices 
Security Modelling and Simulation  
 

Bioinformatics, Medicine, Pharmacy 
and Bioengineering  

Water and Wastewater Treatment, 
Sludge Management and Biogas 
Production 

Condition monitoring, Mechatronics  
and maintenance 

Automotive applications 
e-Science and e-Systems  
Industry, Business, Management, 

Human Factors and Social Issues  
Virtual Reality, Visualization, 

Computer Art and Games  
Internet Modelling, Semantic Web  

and Ontologies  
Computational Finance & Economics  
 

Simulation Methodologies and Tools 
Parallel and Distributed 

Architectures and Systems  
Operations Research  
Discrete Event  Systems  
Manufacturing and Workflows  
Adaptive Dynamic Programming 

and Reinforcement Learning  
Mobile/Ad hoc wireless  

networks, mobicast, sensor  
placement, target tracking  

Control of Intelligent Systems  
Robotics, Cybernetics, Control 

Engineering, & Manufacturing  
Transport, Logistics, Harbour, Shipping

and Marine Simulation  
 

Congress Venue / Social Events The Congress will be held in the City of Logroño, Capital of La 
Rioja, Northern Spain. The main venue and the exhibition site is the University of La Rioja (UR), 
located on a modern campus in Logroño, capital of La Rioja, where 7500 students are registered. 
The UR is the only University in this small, quiet region in Northern Spain. La Rioja is where the 
Monasteries of San Millán de la Cogolla, cradle of the first words written in the Spanish language, 
are situated, sites included in UNESCO’s World Heritage List in 1996. Of course, social events will 
reflect this heritage – and the famous wines in la Rioja. 
 
Congress Team: The Congress is organised by CAE CAE-SMSG, the Spanish simulation society, 
and Universidad de la Rioja. 
Info: Emilio Jiménez, EUROSIM President, emilio.jimenez@unirioja.es 
           Juan Ignacio Latorre,  juanignacio.latorre@unavarra.es                   www.eurosim.info 
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Editorial 
Dear  Readers – Is the title page of this issue – two animations from pathways of refugees and migrants in Europe – reality or  
fiction ? ‘Reality and fiction’, answers this issue’s contribution ‘Pathways of Migrants and Refugees – a Simulation Approach’,  
and the authors hope ‘Models are in any case a simplification of reality, but they should help in better understanding of complex 
dynamics as migration movement, and the intention of this model is to show strategies to improve the situation of migrant popula-
tion and resident populations under appropriate prerequisites’. This issue’s contribution ‘An Overview of Modelling and Simulation 
Methods for Complex Dynamic Systems’ raises the question ‘Are we happy with today’s mathematical modelling and simulation ap-
proaches’, and answers critically ‘If yes, why we keep failing to solve the basic problems of our societies?’. A third contribution 
asks directly in its title ‘Microscopic Pendulum Modelling: Absurd Idea or Innovative View on Old Problems?’ and astonishes with 
the imagination, that forward agents, backward agents, and lazy agents sit on the pendulum and let it swing.  
Is SNE 27(4) an issue with ‘unusual’ contributions? No, SNE 27(4) publishes contributions which underline the broadness of mod-
elling and simulation, and which put emphasis also on methodology in modelling and simulation – SNE’s together sharpened and 
broadened publication strategy. The readers will find methodology for applications and in applications as well in the articles  
‘A Framework for the Metamodeling of Multi-variant Systems and Reactive Simulation Model Generation  and Execution’, ‘Planning  
Future Health: Developing Big Data and System Modelling Pipelines for Health System Research’ and in the short note ‘How 
Modelling and Simulation Can Benefit the Most  from Machine Learning’. The contribution ‘Spectral Analysis of Unevenly Spaced 
Data: Models and Application in Heart Rate Variability’ seems to contrast to the other contributions, but it is as well of methodical nature.  
 I would like to thank all authors for their contributions to SNE 27(4), especially also for the open and partly unusual formula-
tions, which hopefully initiate new discussions – and other’unusual’ contributions. And last but not least thanks to the SNE Edit-
orial Office for layout, typesetting, preparations for printing, with compliments for the ‘unusual’ proof reading challenge. 
 

Felix Breitenecker, SNE Editor-in-Chief, eic@sne-journal.org; felix.breitenecker@tuwien.ac.at 
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SNE - Aims and Scope 
Simulation Notes Europe (SNE) provides an international, 
high-quality forum for presentation of new ideas and ap-
proaches in simulation - from modelling to experiment analy-
sis, from implementation to verification, from validation to 
identification, from numerics to visualisation - in context of 
the simulation process.  
SNE seeks to serve scientists, researchers, developers and users 
of the simulation process across a variety of theoretical and 
applied fields in pursuit of novel ideas in simulation and to 
enable the exchange of experience and knowledge through de-
scriptions of specific applications. SNE follows the recent de-
velopments and trends of modelling and simulation in new 
and/or joining application areas, as complex systems and big 
data. SNE puts special emphasis on the overall view in simula-
tion, and on comparative investigations, as benchmarks and 
comparisons in methodology and application. For this pur-
pose, SNE documents the ARGESIM Benchmarks on Modelling 
Approaches and Simulation Implementations with publication 
of definitions, solutions and discussions. SNE welcomes also 
contributions in education in/for/with simulation.  

A News Section in SNE provides information for EU-
ROSIM Simulation Societies and Simulation Groups. 

SNE, primarily an electronic journal, follows an open ac-
cess strategy, with free download in basic layout. SNE is the 
official membership journal of EUROSIM, the Federation of 
European Simulation Societies and Simulation Groups – 
www.eurosim.info. Members of EUROSIM societies are enti-
tled to download SNE in an elaborate and extended layout, and 
to access additional sources of benchmark publications, model 
sources, etc. Print SNE is available for specific groups of EU-
ROSIM societies, and starting with Volume 27 (2017) as print-
on-demand from TU Verlag, TU Wien. SNE is DOI indexed 
by CrossRef, identified by DOI prefix 10.11128, assigned to 
the SNE publisher ARGESIM (www.argesim.org). 

Author’s Info. Individual submissions of scientific papers 
are welcome, as well as post-conference publications of con-
tributions from conferences of EUROSIM societies. SNE wel-
comes special issues, either dedicated to special areas and/or 
new developments, or on occasion of events as conferences 
and workshops with special emphasis. 
Authors are invited to submit contributions which have not 
been published and have not being considered for publication 
elsewhere to the SNE Editorial Office.  
SNE distinguishes different types of contributions (Notes), i.e.  
• TN Technical Note, 6 – 10 p. • EN Education Note –6 – 8 p. 
• PN Project Note 6 – 8 p.  • SN Short Note, max. 6 p.   
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• ON Overview Note ON – only upon invitation, up to 14 p.  

Further info and templates (doc, tex) at SNE‘s website. 
        www.sne-journal.org 
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Abstract.  The System Entity Structure (SES) is a high level 
approach for variability modeling, particularly in simulation 
engineering. The SES is under continuous development. In 
this context, an enhanced framework is introduced that 
supports dynamic variability evolution using the SES ap-
proach and connects the SES to a model base (MB). Using 
this framework allows building executable models. However, 
the main focus of this paper is to show how to use the SES 
to model complex engineering system configurations using 
a test bench for valves. Specifying the SES, it is clarified, that 
the system configuration can be decomposed into general-
ized design patterns. The design patterns were identified 
during the development of our MATLAB-based SES toolbox 
for construction and pruning of SES trees and were em-
ployed for testing and verification of the respective func-
tionality. 

Introduction 

Variability modeling is an approach to describe more 
than one system configuration derived from one under-
lying configuration. The basic system configuration is 
often refered to as product line [1]. According to [2] the 
most popular technique of modeling commonality and 
variability of products in software engineering is feature 
modeling. Feature models were introduced by Kang in 
[3], were subsequently extended, and used in various 
ways.  

An important further development of variability 
modeling has been the notion of variability in time, 
known as binding time in product line engineering [4]. 
Hence, variability can now be realized from design time 
to runtime. 

 

An approach to variability modeling in simulation 
engineering is the System Entity Structure (SES) intro-
duced by Zeigler in [5]. The objective was to describe a 
set of system configurations for a family of systems. In 
the early nineties the idea of combining the SES with a 
model base (MB) in order to generate an executable 
model led to the SES/MB approach [6]. 

An SES is represented by a tree structure, which de-
scribes a set of modular, hierarchical system structures, 
defines references to basic models in a MB and speci-
fies various parameter settings for the referenced basic 
models. The classical SES/MB framework only allows 
static modeling.  

To allow dynamic variability modeling and to keep a 
lean SES tree, the SES/MB framework was extended by 
several features, such as an interface to the SES and a 
procedural knowledge representation [7]. In the Re-
search Group Computational Engineering and Automa-
tion (RG CEA) at the University of Applied Sciences 
Wismar a prototype of a SES/MB-based modeling and 
simulation infrastructure has been developed and im-
plemented within MATLAB/Simulink. 

In this paper a short introduction into the extended 
SES/MB framework is given. It is demonstrated, how 
the framework can be used to model and simulate a 
configurable test bench for valves. The main goal is to 
show that the whole SES can be constructed using ele-
mentary design patterns. These in turn can be classified 
into the categories of the feature relations known from 
feature models. 

1 Background 
According to [8], the SES is an ontology, a language 
with syntax and semantics to represent declarative 
knowledge. It is particularly suitable for describing 
system configurations for different application domains.  
 
 

SNE 27(4), 2017, 167 - 176, DOI: 10.11128/sne.27.tn.10391 
Received: December 10, 2017 (Selected  ASIM GMMS/STS 
2018 Conf. Publ.), Accepted: December 20, 2017 
SNE - Simulation Notes Europe, ARGESIM Publisher Vienna, 
ISSN Print 2305-9974, Online 2306-0271, www.sne-journal.org 
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An SES is represented by a directed tree structure. 

Objects are represented by nodes which are connected 
by edges. There are four node types with different prop-
erties describing the objects and their relations. Fur-
thermore, there are axioms for defining the SES correct-
ly. Since an SES describes a number of system configu-
rations, the SES tree needs to be pruned to get one par-
ticular configuration, which is called Pruned Entity 
Structure (PES). 

The classic SES theory was extended by several re-
searchers over the last decades. Some of these exten-
sions, which are introduced in [7, 9], are used in this 
paper. 

1.1 Node Types 
Among the four node types, there are two groups, the 
entity nodes and the descriptive nodes. Entity nodes 
describe objects of the real or the imaginary world. The 
root and the leaves of an SES tree are always entity 
nodes. Relations between the entity nodes are specified 
by descriptive nodes. 

Descriptive nodes are the genus for aspect nodes, 
specialization nodes and multi-aspect nodes. Aspect 
nodes describe how entity nodes can be decomposed 
into partial entities whereas the taxonomy of an entity is 
described by specialization nodes. Multi-aspect nodes 
are a special case of an aspect node with all children 
being of the same kind. 

Each node or edge can have attached variables, also 
called attributes. For entity nodes, the variables repre-
sent properties of the respective object whereas the 
variables at descriptive nodes specify relations between 
their parent node and children nodes or decisions for the 
pruning process. With the extended procedural 
knowledge representation as described in [7, 9], values 
of attached variables can be assigned dynamically. 

1.2 Axioms 
The semantics of the SES are defined by axioms. The 
types of the nodes have to follow the axiom alternating 
mode. Every entity node has to be followed by a de-
scriptive node and vice versa. A strict hierarchy is need-
ed. In every path of the tree, a name of a node may 
occur only once. If nodes in different paths have the 
same name, they need to have the same variables and 
isomorphic partial trees. This is called uniformity. 
Nodes on the same level of hierarchy, called sibling 
nodes, have to be valid brothers, meaning that sibling 
nodes must not have the same name.  

The axiom of attached variables implies that a node 
must not have variables of the same name. The axiom of 
inheritance implies, that during pruning the parent and 
the child of a specialization combine their attributes. If 
parent and child have the same attributes, the parent’s 
attributes are overwritten with the child’s attributes and 
their values. 

1.3 Extended SES/MB Infrastructure 
The SES describing a set of system designs has been 
associated with the idea of model generation of modu-
lar, hierarchical systems from the very beginning (Zei-
gler, Praehofer, and Kim 2000) which led to the 
SES/MB approach. Each system design is defined by its 
system structure and parameter configuration in the 
SES. The core assets of all system variants are specified 
as a set of configurable basic models, which are orga-
nized in a Model Base (MB).  

The classic SES/MB framework defines a set of 
transformation methods for generating executable simu-
lation models, but automated model generation is not 
provided. To allow automated generation and execution 
of models, the SES/MB approach has been extended [7, 
9, 10]. These extensions make the SES/MB approach 
more pragmatic for implementation and to be used in a 
simulation infrastructure.  

Figure 1 depicts the extended SES/MB infrastructure 
consisting of the SES/MB framework, an Execution 
Unit, and an Experiment Control. Although the 
SES/MB approach and its extensions are usually con-
sidered in connection with the generation of simulation 
models, they are generally applicable to modular-
hierarchical structured software systems. 

 
  

 
Figure 1: Extended SES/MB-based infrastructure. 
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Operations.   
On the SES, a merge operation is defined allowing two 
or more SES to be combined. This allows the quick 
reuse of a once defined SES. The essential operation on 
the SES is the pruning method. To extract one particular 
system structure and configuration, the SES needs to be 
trimmed to a PES. During the pruning process, deci-
sions have to be taken at descriptive nodes. Therefore, 
rules need to be defined at aspect, multi-aspect and 
specialization nodes. The specialization rule (specrule) 
associated with a specialization node determines which 
child entity shall be selected. Aspect rules (aspectrule) 
associated with aspect or multi-aspect nodes on the 
same hierarchy level determine which of the siblings is 
to be chosen.  

Furthermore, cross-tree relations can be expressed 
by selection constraints. Selection constraints can be 
used to select a certain entity based on decisions taken 
anywhere else in the SES tree. Next to the pruning 
method, another transformation method is the build 
method. With the help of the build method, an executa-
ble model can be built from a PES and basic models 
organized in an MB. The basic models are specific for a 
certain simulation software. Therefore, the build method 
needs to match the simulator used. 

 
Execution Unit and Experiment Control.   
For automated and reactive processing of SES models, 
an execution unit and an overall experiment control unit 
are added to the framework, as depicted in Figure 1. For 
automatic generation of different PES, leading to differ-
ent simulation models, an interface to the SES is need-
ed. This interface can be established using global varia-
bles of the SES, called SES Variables (SESvar), which 
can affect the decisions taken in descriptive nodes dur-
ing pruning. Thus, a particular system configuration 
derived from an SES depends on the current settings of 
the SES variables. The value range of SES variables can 
be limited by defining semantic conditions, which are 
checked before pruning to exclude certain system con-
figurations.  

By assigning values to the SES variables, the exper-
iment control determines the order and system configu-
rations of executable simulation models (SM) to gener-
ate from the SES with the pruning and build operations. 
Thereby, different variants of the executable simulation 
models are generated. The experiment control then 
transmits the SM to the execution unit.  

The execution unit links the generated simulation 
model to the simulator, executes a simulation run and, 
finally, sends the results back to the experiment control. 
The results, in turn, can influence the decision of exper-
iment control on how to assign the SES variables next. 

Special Attributes.   
Combining basic models from the MB leads to the crea-
tion of coupled models. In order to describe the struc-
ture of the executable model, some nodes need to define 
couplings. Couplings are properties of descriptive nodes 
of the type aspect and multi-aspect and consist of pairs 
of entity names and port names. They describe causal or 
acausal relationships. Furthermore, for a multi-aspect 
node, a special variable, numRep, has to be defined 
representing the number of children to generate when 
pruning this node. To specify the basic model from the 
MB an entity node refers to, the mb-attribute is intro-
duced. This special attribute is permitted just for leaf 
nodes. Finally, for some cases, it is necessary to define 
priorities among descriptive nodes on the same level of 
hierarchy in the priority attribute. All values of attrib-
utes can be defined by constants or set via SES variables 
or SES Functions. 

SES Functions.  The concept of SES Functions 
(SESfcn) has been introduced to specify complex varia-
bility within node attributes with minimal effort and to 
keep a lean SES tree. Typical examples include the 
definition of varying coupling relations, varying port 
numbers of systems or the definition of variable pa-
rameter configurations in attributes. During pruning, 
SES functions are evaluated, often with SES variables 
as input parameters. For effective coding of SES func-
tions, the implicit attributes parent and children are 
introduced for each SES node. They encode the parent 
and children node names, respectively. 

1.4 Software Tools for the Extended SES/MB 
Infrastructure 

In the Research Group CEA, a prototype tool for the 
SES/MB infrastructure was developed, The SES 
Toolbox for Matlab/Simulink [10]. Currently, SES trees 
can be defined via a graphical user interface and a con-
crete variant can be extracted by pruning. The toolbox 
supports the modeler with plausibility tests during SES 
construction, graphical representation of the SES, auto-
matic generation of HTML documentation, and other 
features.  
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The pruning process can be started from the graph-

ical user interface and, in addition, is implemented to 
function automatically. Automatic pruning is necessary 
when using an SES constructed with the toolbox togeth-
er with the experiment control. Furthermore, there is a 
prototype Matlab function implementing a build method 
for the simulation software Simulink, including Sim 
Events and Simscape, the MatlabDEVS toolbox [11], 
and for Modelica models. The SES is linked to the ap-
propriate MB with the special mb-attribute of the leaf 
entity nodes. 

Another software tool based on Python3/PyQt5 is 
under development. The aim is to be more independent 
from a computing environment and to support a greater 
number of simulators for building executable simulation 
models. 

2 An Engineering Application 
Specified with the Extended 
SES/MB Framework 

For development and testing of the pruning algorithm 
used in the software tools, design patterns were found. 
Design patterns are rather small SES fragments with a 
certain behavior when pruned. They can be used to 
compose complex SES. The design patterns identified 
can be classified according to the feature relations in 
feature models. In the context of feature modeling, four 
kinds of features are used: (i) mandatory features (logi-
cal AND), (ii) alternative features (logical XOR), (iii) 
optional features and, (iv) OR-features (logical OR). In 
an SES mandatory and alternative features can be ex-
pressed in several ways [12].  

In order to be able to describe optional features an 
extension of the SES is used, the NONE element [8]. A 
NONE element as a leaf entity node means that, if the 
NONE branch is selected, the entity is not included at 
all. OR features can only be expressed by the combina-
tion of an aspect node with two or more specialization 
nodes. Each of the specializations needs to have one 
NONE element as child. 

In this section, an engineering example describing a 
test bench for valves is given, here called industrial 
plant (industrialPlant) for generalization. The SES of 
the entire plant structure and the corresponding process 
controls is depicted in Figure 2, but without a detailed 
specification of coupling attributes.  

 

Since different valve types shall be tested, there is a 
need for a variability in structure for different test pro-
cedures. The example shall demonstrate how a complex 
SES tree can be composed of design patterns, how the 
SES can be pruned to extract one variant in the form of 
a PES, and how an executable model can be built from 
the PES. The feature relations, except for the OR rela-
tion, can be found in the SES. Due to complexity, the 
SES is split up into several SES, depicted in several 
figures, to increase clarity and to demonstrate modular 
SES-based modeling. 

2.1 Main SES 
The plant is a composition of the plant structure and the 
necessary process control strategies. Firstly, the plant 
structure (plantStructure) shall be explained. The plant 
consists of the plant parts for gas (gas), liquid (liquid), 
the electrical power supply (electricalEnergy) and final-
ly, there are controllers to drive the plant. The gas and 
liquid entities are decomposed further whereas the elec-
trical energy (electricalEnergy) is a merge point to the 
SES in Figure 6. Merge points are written in bold letters 
in Figure 2.  

As described, merge points allow to combine two 
SES, which are specified seperately. A merge point is 
characterized by the same entity node name in both 
SES, which shall be combined. This implies, that both 
SES are defined completely and fulfill all axioms. 

The mandatory relations described by the aspect 
node plantStructureDec represent the simplest design 
pattern for pruning, since the resulting PES is identical 
to the SES. We call it design pattern #1. The design 
patterns are numbered according to the classification 
found in [12] and pruning is explained for them in the 
following. One resulting PES representing one test 
bench configuration is discussed in section 2.8. 

Pressure vessels (pressureVessels) as well as com-
pressors, valves, pumps and controllers are entities to 
subsume a varying number of identical children. They 
are the parents of a multiple aspect, so during pruning a 
number of their respective children is created. The enti-
ty controllers for example consists of a number of the 
entity controller. The number is defined in the variable 
numRep. This is another mandatory feature with regard 
to feature models. It is referred to as design pattern #2. 
Pressure vessel (pressureVessel), compressor, valve, 
and pump are merge points to SES specified later. 
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As described before, one SES axiom urges nodes in 
different paths with the same name to have the same 
variables and isomorphic partial trees. Therefore the 
entities pressureVessels and valves in the branch for the 
liquid (written italic in Figure 2) do not need to be spec-
ified since they are specified for the partial tree defining 
the gas. 

Before listing the sub SES for merge points, the pro-
cess control part in the main SES shall be explained. In 
a derived variant of the SES, either testA or testB can be 
part of the PES to specify a particular system configura-
tion. This is an alternative selection, called design pat-
tern #4. Therefore, the entities testA and testB are spe-
cializations of the process control that is represented by 
the entity pcontrol. For decision, which test to execute, 
a specialization rule (specrule) has to be defined at the 
specialization node pcontrolSpec. During pruning the 
specrule is interpreted and the selected testA or testB 
entity is united with the parent entity pcontrol. 

If testA is selected, there are two possible main pro-
cedures which can be taken alternatively. The decision 
is taken by evaluation of aspectrule1 at procedure1Dec 
and procedure2Dec. This design pattern for an alterna-
tive selection is referred to as pattern #5. The decision 
taken leads to a number of elementary procedures (e.g. 
proA1.1...proA1.n) specific for the selected superordi-
nate main procedure. For testB there is only one main 
procedure leading to a number of elementary procedures 
as explained in design pattern #1. 

The SES in Figure 2 demonstrates the use of SES 
variables (SESvars) for dynamical generation of differ-
ent system configurations. SESvars can contain any type 
of value. At nodes needing a decision during pruning, 
the corresponding attribute or rule can be defined based 
on an SESvar, so each value can be assigned dynamical-
ly. The value range of every SESvar should be restricted 
using semantic conditions. A semantic condition needs 
to evaluate to a logical value and can contain more than 
one logical expression. SESvars are assigned to the 
numRep attributes at the multi-aspect nodes. There are 
the SESvars spec and asp used in the specrule and the 
aspectrule respectively. If the SESvar spec equals 1, 
testA is taken, if spec equals 2, testB is selected during 
pruning. The SESvar asp can take one of two possible 
strings as value. The aspectrule defines that, if asp 
equals the string p1, procedure1Dec is selected, and if 
asp equals the string p2, procedure2Dec is taken. 

The aspect and multi-aspect nodes need the special 
attribute couplings as seen in Figure 2. They describe 
the relations of entity nodes. An example for a coupling 
definition is given in section 2.9. In this context the 
usage of SES functions is illustrated as well. 

2.2 Sub SES: Pressure Vessel 
In Figure 3 the pressure vessel (pressureVessel) is speci-
fied. Every pressure vessel has the two attributes vol-
ume and maxPressure. Creating the PES depending on 
the specrule defined, either steel or aluminum is taken as 
material, which is united with the pressureVessel entity.  

 
 

Figure 2: Main SES of the test bench for valves (without detailed coupling definitions). 
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Figure 3: SES of a pressure vessel. 

The mb-attribute of the leaf entities refers to a basic 
model in the MB, which is depicted in Figure 8. During 
pruning attributes are inherited to the parent, which is 
renamed and has three attributes afterwards. This is 
another example for the design pattern #4 with the 
addition of attribute inheritance. As in the main SES, 
the decision at the specialization is taken based on the 
specrule and the current values of SES variables. 

2.3 Sub SES: Compressor 
                                       The details of the compressor 

can be seen in Figure 4. A com-
pressor is composed of the 
drive, the cooling and a control-
ler. The drive is composed of 
the motor and a transmission. 
This is an SES construction as 
described in design pattern #1. 
The motor can be specified as a 
three-phase asynchronous mo-
tor or an ac motor, which refer 
to a model in the MB with their 
mb-attribute. During pruning, 
this part is resolved as described 
for the pressure vessel in design 
pattern #4.  

The cooling is an optional 
element. Since it is a specializa-
tion with a NONE element, the 
pruning process resolves the 
cooling either to water cooling, 
air cooling or no cooling at all. 
The optional tree section is re-
ferred to as design pattern #8. 

2.4 Sub SES: Valve 
Valves are needed for the plant 
parts for gases as well as for 
liquids and are only defined in 
the partial SES defining the gas 
as described before. A valve is 
of a type and needs to have a 
drive. The specialization sib-
lings type Spec and driveSpec in 
Figure 5 can be classified as 
mandatory feature and are re-
ferred to as design pattern #3.  

 

Figure 4: SES of a compressor. 
 

 
 

Figure 5: SES of a valve. 
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The entity electricalDrive is specialized into acMo-

tor and dcMotor according to design pattern #4. During 
the pruning process all specializations are resolved, 
attributes are inherited and the entity valve is renamed 
with the selected type, drive and, if the electricalDrive 
is selected, the motor type. Two specialization nodes in 
one path as seen in this example is a combined design 
pattern referred to as design pattern #10 and is showing 
attribute inheritance among several layers. In section 2.8 
the inheritance of names and attributes is explained in 
detail. The controlValve is composed of the cvControl-
ler and the cvActuator. Seen from the top entity valve, 
this is another combined design pattern consisting of a 
specialization with a succeeding aspect. We call it de-
sign pattern #11. It shows that during pruning the spe-
cialization typeSpec is resolved according to design 
pattern #4 and the aspect cvDec is not changed like in 
design pattern #1. The dotted line in Figure 5 is a selec-
tion constraint for cross-tree relations, which forces the 
use of a pneumaticalDrive, if a viceValve is selected. It 
may be noticed, that in Figure 5 not all leaf nodes have 
an mb-attribute. Either the leaf nodes in the branch of 
the typeSpec entity or the leaf nodes in the branch of the 
driveSpec are allowed to have mb-attributes. The other 
branch can only configure the basic model. In this ex-
ample the mb-attribute is set in the typeSpec branch, 
while the configuration is set in the driveSpec branch. 
During pruning identical attributes are overwritten in 
parent nodes, so would be the mb-attribute if defined for 
both branches. 

2.5 Sub SES: Electrical Energy 
The SES describing the electrical energy is shown in 
Figure 6. The electrical energy (electricalEnergy) can 
be generated with multiple generators specified in the 
variable numRep or the electrical grid (gridDec) is used. 
 

 
Figure 6: SES of the electrical energy 

The grid is decomposed into a power plant (power-
Plant) and the transmission net (transmissionNet). The 
decision, whether the generator or the grid is selected, is 
taken in aspectrule2. This alternative structure created 
of siblings of aspect and multi-aspect nodes is called 
design pattern #7. 

2.6 Sub SES: Pump 
The pump can be built with the SES depicted in Figure 
7. It is decomposed into the motor, the wheel and a 
controller just like design pattern #1. The motor does 
not need to be specified since it is already defined in the 
SES of the compressor (see Figure 4). 
 

 
Figure 7: SES of a pump. 

2.7 Model Base 
For model generation a library containing the configu-
rable basic models specified in the mb-attribute of leaf 
nodes is needed. A possible model base (MB) for this 
example is given in Figure 8. The MB contains the 
dynamic models for simulation of the respective devic-
es. Every model needs input and output ports for build-
ing coupling relations. A basic model in the MB can be 
composed of several models as depicted for the TNT 
model. 
 

 
Figure 8: Model Base for this example. 
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2.8 Deriving a PES 
Since an SES specifies a number of different system 
configurations, the SES has to be transformed into a 
PES by pruning in order to get one particular system 
configuration. Figure 9 shows a valid SESvars setting 
and the derived PES, which represents one variant of the 
configurable test bench for valves. Before pruning, 
values are assigned to the SESvars and checked for 
validity using the semantic conditions. The process of 
resolving all necessary decisions is described in the 
following. 

First, it shall be described how to derive a particular 
variant from the main SES in Figure 2. Since the result-
ing PES for pruning pattern #1 is identical to the SES, 
the composition of the plant (industrialPlant) as well as 
the composition of the plant structure (plantStructure), 
the gas (gas) and the liquid (liquid) are part of the PES. 
The multi-aspect nodes pvMasp, cMasp, vMasp, ctrl-
Masp, and pMasp are resolved following design pattern 
#2 by converting them into aspect nodes with the name 
extension Dec and a certain number of children is creat-
ed as defined in numRep. The number of each child is 
appended to the nodename of the child. 

For the electrical energy (electricalEnergy) the se-
lection for generatorMasp is taken in the aspectrule2 
(design pattern #7) and the respective children (genera-
tor) are created as in design pattern #2. 

The pressure vessel is pruned according to design 
pattern #4. As material of the pressure vessel (pres-
sureVessel) aluminum is selected by evaluating 
specrule2. The name of the selected entity (aluminum) 
is united with the parent of the specialization (pres-
sureVessel) to aluminum_pressureVessel, attributes of 
the child are inherited to the renamed parent and the 
specialization node materialSpec is deleted. 

The compressor drive (drive) can be pruned using 
design pattern #1 and design pattern #4 as before. The 
cooling is a specialization evaluating to NONE accord-
ing to design pattern #8. The NONE node is depicted 
in Figure 9 for understanding, but has no relevance for 
the succeeding model generation. 

For generating the PES of a valve based on the SES 
in Figure 5, both specialization siblings have to be re-
solved, the resulting names are connected and the at-
tributes are inherited (design pattern #3). It depends on 
the pruning algorithm used, which of both specializa-
tions is pruned first. There is no explicit rule. In this 
example the pruning is started with the specialization 
typeSpec. The type controlValve is selected and an in-
termediate parent entity controlValve_valve1 can be 
assumed. The value of the attribute diameter in the 
parent node is replaced with the value of the same at-
tribute in the child according to design pattern #4.  

 

 
Figure 9: PES describing one particular system configuration derived based on the current SESvars settings. 
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The tree beginning with cvDec is a composition, 

which is not changed during pruning (design pattern #1). 
Since electricalDrive is selected in driveSpec, both 

of the specializations in one path (design pattern #10) 
driveSpec and edSpec need to be resolved like in design 
pattern #4. The entity node dcMotor is selected, the 
attribute dcvoltage is moved to the top entity, which is 
renamed to dcMotor_electricalDrive_controlValve_valve1 
according to the selections. 

The entities pressureVessels and valves in the branch 
for the liquid (written italic in Figure 9) are specified for 
the partial tree defining the gas and do not need to be 
specified again. That implies, that in this design the 
pressure vessels and the valves have to be of the same 
type and number and need to have the same properties 
for both plant parts. 

A pump as depicted in Figure 7 is a composition of a 
motor, a wheel and a controller and is pruned according 
to design pattern #1. However, since the motor of the 
pump is the same entity as the motor of the compressor 
caused by the same name in the SES, in the PES both 
nodes need to have the same name as well. 

The process control (pcontrol) is derived by evalua-
tion of specrule1 like in design pattern #4 and the 
aspectrule1 for aspect siblings (design pattern #5). The 
entity node testA is selected and united with pcontrol. 
Finally the aspect node procedure2Dec is selected, 
which is the child of the renamed testA_pcontrol. 

Summarized, in this configuration the industrial 
plant has four pressure vessels, two compressors, thirty 
valves, two pumps, two generators and one controller 
for the plant. Each device of these device groups has the 
same structure and is of the same type.  

However, in the case of the motors of the compres-
sors and pumps it makes sense to relax the axiom of 
uniformity, so that different values can be assigned to 
the power attribute. The relevance to relax the uniformi-
ty attribute is discussed in [7] comprehensively. 

Since the PES is a decision-free tree structure, a par-
ticular executable model can be generated based on its 
information and using basic models from the MB. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 10: Specification of dynamic couplings in an SES, derived static couplings in the PES, and resulting executable model. 
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2.9 Building the Executable Model 
For the generation of the executable model, the coupling 
attributes are especially important, as discussed in sec-
tion 1.3. Examples on how couplings are specified and 
resolved are depicted in Figure 10 according to the SES 
part of a drive of a compressor in Figure 4. 

In the SES couplings often have to be defined dy-
namically, since the SES describes several configuration 
variants. During pruning, one particular configuration 
with static couplings is derived, so that an executable 
model can be built. Dynamic specification can be done 
using SESfcns as illustrated in pseudocode in Figure 10. 
In the example, the attribute couplings14 in the SES has 
to specify the coupling relations for both types of basic 
motor models with a different number of ports. In the 
PES the concrete static couplings for the selected basic 
models are derived, in this case for the basic model 
ACM. 

Particularly, when defining the couplings for a mul-
ti-aspect node or for nodes referring to basic models, 
whose port numbers vary depending on the selected 
configuration, defining the couplings via SESfcns is 
best practice. 

3 Conclusion 
This paper discusses how to use the extended SES/MB 
framework in order to describe and build a set of simu-
lation models of a complex configurable engineering 
application by the example of a test bench for valves. It 
is shown, that previously found design patterns are 
appropriate to specify a complex engineering problem. 
Such engineering problems can be modeled using the 
proposed software tools for the extended SES/MB infra-
structure, executable models for different simulators can 
be built and finally simulated. 
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Abstract. Especially in the last years the idea of find-
ing a simpler meta-model for a developed simulation
model has become more and more popular as not only
the research questions, but also the resulting models
have become more and more complex. The meta-model
hereby helps understanding the behaviour of the orig-
inal model and supports its validation and verification
process. Moreover, it also gives a second perspective
on the modelled system. Mean-field theory is a very for-
mal link between microscopic and macroscopic models
and can be used to find meta-models for either of the
two types. Usually so-called mean-field analysis is used
to find a summarising simpler macroscopic model for a
given complexmicroscopic approach, but we will empha-
sise the inverse process in this work: Applying inverse
mean-field analysis on an ordinary differential equation
model we systematically derive a microscopic represen-
tation of themodel. On purpose we chose a very unusual
model to apply themethod to: the un-damped linearised
pendulum equation. Hereby we want to emphasise the
method’s flexibility and generality, investigate possible
benefits of the gained microscopic meta-model for this
strange field of application, and discuss about interpre-
tation of the elements of the resulting agent-based pen-
dulum model.

Introduction
According to German philosopher Herbert Stachowiak

[1] any model, in general, is defined as a (usually) sim-

plified image of a real or artificial object that has been

developed for a specific purpose and time of usage.

This definition clearly permits the idea of develop-

ing a model M2 for a different model M1, a so-called

meta-model, developed for a specific purpose related to

M1. For simulation models this strategy becomes more

and more popular nowadays due to steadily increasing

complexity of research questions and models. Hereby

the more simplified meta-model M2 can be used to ei-

ther get insights into M1 to simplify its verification and

validation process (Compare with Bernhard Zeigler’s

talk “Why Should We Develop Simulation Models in

Pairs” at WSC 2017 [2]) or to get new ideas about the

modelled system.

Mean-Field Approximation (MFA) is one concept

for finding such a meta-model for a given microscopic

model. Hereby chosen aggregated numbers of the mi-

croscopic model (M1) are approximated by solutions of

specific ordinary or partial differential equations – the

so-called mean-field model (M2). For detailed informa-

tion the reader is referred to [3]. One key advantage

of this method is that the meta-model is (in principle)

found by a formal recipe that guarantees the “correct-

ness” of the meta-model with respect to (asymptotic)

equivalence of the model results. The key to this equiv-

alence lies within a formal theorem, generally referred

to as Mean-Field Theorem (MFT), which states how

the elements of the microscopic model need to be used

to find in macroscopic equation-based meta-model, the

so-called mean-field model. The formality of this pro-

cedure makes the strategy extremely generic and com-

pletely independent of the investigated model’s field of

application. It can e.g. be applied to find mean-field

models for agent-based models in economics [4] or so-

ciology [5] as well as for cellular automata models in

epidemiology [6, 7] or population dynamics [8].

Another example that emphasises the generality of

the method is gained interpreting mean-field approx-

imation as an invertible mapping from a microscopic

to a mean-field model. Inverse MFA is presented in

[3], Chapter 5.2.3, on the example of the Levins Model
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[9], a macroscopic model for the growth of a popula-

tion. Using this inverse strategy, a microscopic repre-

sentation of this non-linear ordinary differential (ODE)

model is derived systematically. Hereby the role of the

meta-model M2 is switched from the macroscopic to the

microscopic one. Although a meta-model in form of a

microscopic approach, e.g. in form of an agent-based

model, can hardly be considered particularly easier than

the original macroscopic one, it is definitely more flex-

ible and avoids specific problems with the numerics of

e.g. ODE solvers. Moreover, it gives a very interesting

view on the original system as the microscopic elements

can be interpreted as single agents.

In this work we want to apply inverse MFA on

a much more abstract example: the linearised, un-
damped pendulum model given by

ϕ̈(t) =−kϕ(t), ϕ(0) = ϕ0, ϕ̇(0) = 0, (1)

with k > 0. Although, in the contrary to the Levins

model, there is no feasible justification for modelling

a pendulum in a microscopic way we will apply this

formal method to

a) emphasise its flexibility and generality by showing

that it actually works,

b) investigate possible benefits of the gained micro-

scopic meta-model for this particular application,

and

c) attempt to interpret the microscopic elements of

the resulting meta-model.

1 Inverse Mean-Field
Approximation

In order to perform the mentioned inverse MFA we will

stress the strategy proposed in [3] Chapter 4.6.4. Key

idea of this strategy is finding suitable transformations,

so that the equation of the ODE model has the form of

the system

d
⇀
Y 1
dt = ∑d

j=1

⇀
Y jω j,1(t,

⇀
Y )−⇀

Y 1ω1, j(t,
⇀
Y )

...
d

⇀
Y d
dt = ∑d

j=1

⇀
Y jω j,d(t,

⇀
Y )−⇀

Y dωd, j(t,
⇀
Y )

(2)

of ordinary differential-equations (ODEs) with param-

eter functions ωi, j ≥ 0, i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,d} and sufficiently

large positive solutions
⇀
Y (t). In case such a represen-

tation has been found, the parameter functions ω can

be used as transition rates of the microscopic elements

of a microscopic model. Hereby ωi, j denotes the rate

(transition-rate) that an individual with state i switches

to state j. Let ak(t) ∈ {1, . . . ,d} denote the time depen-

dent state of individual k in the newly defined micro-

scopic model with N individuals in total, then (a ver-

sion of) the Mean-Field Theorem (Corollary 5.1 in [3])

states that the aggregated numbers

⇀
Xi(t) :=

N

∑
k=1

�i(ak(t)), i ∈ {1, . . . ,d} (3)

fulfil
⇀
Xi(t) =

⇀
Y i(t)+O(

√
N), wherein

⇀
Y is the solution

of above system of ODEs. Note, that
⇀
X is precisely

the total number of microscopic elements that share the

same state at time t. In case ωi, j depends on
⇀
Y in the

ODE system, the individual transition rates depend on

the aggregated number vector
⇀
X accordingly. The lat-

ter can be interpreted as interaction of the microscopic

elements on the aggregated level.

In [3] Chapter 4.6.4 a step-by-step instruction gives

hints how mentioned transformation can be found. We

will mainly follow these proposed steps:

a) First of all, the pendulum equation, a second order

ODE, needs to be written as a system of first order

ODEs via

ϕ(t)′′ =−kϕ(t) ⇒
(

ϕ
ψ

)′
(t) =

(
ψ(t)

−kϕ(t)

)
. (4)

b) Moreover, the variable-functions appearing in (2)

need to be positive which is violated in (4) as angle

and angular velocity resulting from the pendulum

equation might also have negative values. There-

fore, we need to translate the equation via(
ϕ̃
ψ̃

)
:=

(
ϕ
ψ

)
+T,

so that ϕ̃, ψ̃ is always positive. For physically

feasible systems this translation is always possi-

ble as model trajectories need to be stable. In

case of the pendulum it is easy to reason with

physical arguments (e.g. Newton’s axioms) that

ϕ(t) ∈ [−|ϕ0|, |ϕ0|] and ϕ̇(t) ∈ [−√
k|ϕ0|,

√
k|ϕ0|]

and therefore any

T > max{
√

k|ϕ0|, |ϕ0|} (5)
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is sufficiently large to guarantee that

(4) =⇒
(

ϕ̃
ψ̃

)′
(t) =

(
ψ̃(t)−T

−kϕ̃(t)+ kT

)
, (6)

has positive solutions ϕ̃ and ψ̃ .

c) As the variable-functions will end up approxi-

mating the aggregated numbers of a microscopic

model, we need to rescale the equation to get them

sufficiently large. We define(
ϕ
ψ

)
:= S

(
ϕ̃
ψ̃

)
,

leading to

(6) =⇒
(

ϕ
ψ

)′
(t) =

(
ψ −ST

−kϕ + kST

)
. (7)

d) As (2) conserves the sum

d

∑
i=1

Y ′
i (t) = 0

we introduce a third state ξ and write

(7) ⇒
⎛
⎝ϕ

ψ
ξ

⎞
⎠

′

=

⎛
⎝ ψ −ST

−kϕ + kST
kϕ − kST −ψ +ST

⎞
⎠ . (8)

Hereby we need to care for a feasible initial con-

dition. As the sum of the right-hand-sides is

zero, the sum of the variable functions is constant

ϕ +ψ +ξ =C. As 0 < ϕ < 2ST and 0 < ψ < 2ST
positivity for ξ is ensured if (e.g.) ξ 0 := 4ST .

e) As the transition rates ω need to be positive func-

tions, we need to rewrite the above modified pen-

dulum equation one last time to finally match the

form of (2):

(8) =⇒
⎛
⎝ϕ

ψ
ξ

⎞
⎠

′

=

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

max(ψ−ST,0)
ξ

ξ
max(−kϕ+kST,0)

ξ
ξ

max(−ψ+ST,0)
ϕ ϕ + max(kϕ−kST,0)

ψ ψ

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

−

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

max(−ψ+ST,0)
ϕ ϕ

max(kϕ−kST,0)
ψ ψ

max(ψ−ST,0)+max(−kϕ+kST,0)
ξ

ξ

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ . (9)

The last transformation (9) finally makes it possible to

match (2). We identify and define (for ϕ → ⇀
X1, ψ →

⇀
X2, ξ → ⇀

X3)

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

ω1,3

ω2,3

ω3,1

ω3,2

⎞
⎟⎟⎠(t,

⇀
X) :=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

max(−⇀
X2+ST,0)
⇀
X1

k max(
⇀
X1−ST,0)
⇀
X2

max(
⇀
X2−ST,0)

⇀
X3

k max(−⇀
X1+ST,0)
⇀
X3

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (10)

Using these transition rates in a microscopic model, the

aggregated numbers of this model with asymptotically

equal the solutions of (9). As

1

S

⎛
⎝ϕ

ψ
ξ

⎞
⎠−T =

⎛
⎝ϕ

ψ
ξ

⎞
⎠ ,

an affine transformation (scale S and transition T ) of the

aggregated numbers of the first state of the microscopic

model approximates the solution of the pendulum equa-

tion, the angle of the pendulum. The aggregated num-

ber of the second state corresponds to the angular ve-

locity and will also be regarded in our analysis.

Following [3] we introduce a time-step size dt to

set up a time-discrete microscopic model. Therefore,

for all microscopic elements ak of the new model, we

deduce the transition probabilities

P(ak(t +dt) = i|ak(t) = j,
⇀
X) := dt ·ω j,i(t,

⇀
X). (11)

This can be interpreted as a first order Euler (or Euler-

Maruyama see [10]) approximation.

2 Agent-Based Pendulum Model
Given by the results of the last section, the basis for

a microscopic meta-model was developed for the un-

damped pendulum model. To simplify speech, we con-

sider the established model as an agent-based model

(ABM):

Model 1 (Agent-Based Pendulum Model). With ϕ0 and
ϕ̇0 denoting the initial conditions of the pendulum equa-
tion and k the frequency parameter, we define the fol-
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lowing microscopic model via its initialisation phase
and its time dynamics.
Initialisation:

• Define a translation parameter T >
max{√k|ϕ0|, |ϕ0|} and a sufficiently large
scale parameter S ∈ R

+ (usually S � 100 makes
sense).

• Define a time-step length dt small enough to guar-
antee that the probabilities used in the dynamics
below are feasible (i.e. smaller than 1).

• Moreover, calculate

X1 :=	ϕ0
= 	S(ϕ0 +T )
 (12)

X2 :=	ψ0
= 	ST
, and (13)

X3 :=	ξ0
= 	4ST
. (14)

• Setup a model with N := X1 + X2 + X3 agents of
which each is assigned one of three states, hence-
forth denoted as angle (state 1), velocity (state 2)
and idle (state 3). Assign X1 agents in state 1, X2

and X3 agents in state 2 and 3 accordingly. The
total number of agents in any of the three states
is tracked throughout the model using these three
variables X1,X2 and X3.

Dynamics:

• The model is updated in equidistant time-steps of
length dt.

• Each time-step, each agent is addressed once. Ac-
cording to its prior state, specific probabilities de-
cide if the agent’s state remains or changes.

• In case an agent is in the angle-state and
⇀
X2 ≤ ST ,

it may switch to the idle-state with probability

dt ·ω1,3 = dt
ST −X2

X1
. (15)

Otherwise, it remains in its state. In case of a
switch,

⇀
X3++ and

⇀
X1–.

• In case an agent is in the velocity-state and
⇀
X1 ≥

ST , it may switch to the idle-state with probability

dt ·ω2,3 = dt
X1 −ST

X2
. (16)

Otherwise, it remains in its state. In case of a
switch,

⇀
X3++ and

⇀
X2–.

• In case an agent is in the idle-state and
⇀
X2 > ST ,

it may switch to the angle-state with probability

dt ·ω3,1 = dt
X2 −ST

X3
, (17)

or, in case
⇀
X1 < ST , to the velocity-state with prob-

ability

dt ·ω3,2 = dt
ST −X1

X3
. (18)

Otherwise, it remains in its state. In case of a
switch, change the aggregated numbers X1,X2 and
X3 accordingly.

The flow-chart in Figure 1 shows how the agents

may change their states: They may switch from states

“angle” and “velocity” to state “idle” and vice versa.

They never switch between “angle” and “velocity” di-

rectly.

Moreover, the concept that the transition probabil-

ities of this model depend on the aggregated numbers

can be translated as a kind of global-level-interaction

between the agents. It is comparable with an econom-

ical model of the stock-market: the stock-price is a

globally known variable that influences the buying be-

haviour of all actors. Yet it changes in response to trans-

actions, i.e. to individual behaviour. In the Levins

Model presented in [3] in Chapter 5.2.3 the author

referred the resulting global-level-interactions in this

model to local-level-interactions – i.e. typical agent-

agent contacts – via stochastic equivalences compara-

ble to picking balls from urns. In this case, we did not

attempt to find such a representation as it would be too

complicated (but surely not impossible). Extensive use

of the Bayesian Theorem and sufficient creativity would

be required.

According to [3] the aggregated numbers of above

model asymptotically equal the solutions of the affine

transformed pendulum equation for

• S → ∞ (equivalent to N → ∞) and

• dt → 0.

Figure 2 shows a series of convergence-tests for differ-

ent scaling parameters S and time-step parameters dt.
Blue and red lines show the aggregated results X1 and

X2 of sample runs of the ABM. The black and green line

show the scaled and translated analytic solutions ϕ(t) =
S(T +cos(

√
2t)) and ψ(t) = S(T −√

2sin(
√

2t)) of the

pendulum equation. For large time-steps sizes dt the

ABM model results becomes unstable similar to explicit
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Runge-Kutta methods for the solution of ODEs. Yet,

the convergence properties can be verified.

State 1 
„angle“

State 2 
„velocity“

State 3 
„idle“

Figure 1: Flowchart of the agent-based model 1.

3 Discussion
The presented strategy leaves three interesting aspects

for discussion.

Discussion of the Agent-BasedModel. Clearly,

the most interesting question concerning the derived

model is, whether the model is not only a meta-model

for the pendulum equation, but also a model for the real

pendulum. According to Stachoviak [1] (compare with

Section Introduction) it would be necessary to identify

the agent-based model as a simplified image of a real

pendulum.

Though undoubtedly consisting of microscopic ele-

ments like molecules or atoms, a pendulum (say, a rope

pendulum with a sphere-shaped weight) is in principle

not a system that is modelled as the sum of its micro-

scopic elements. As the sphere is usually assumed to be

made of a solid material, interactions between the ele-

ments are very limited and hardly contribute to the total

movement of the object. Moreover, any molecule/atom

in the swinging ball has an angle and a velocity and is

not either “angle” or “velocity”. If any, probably only

a quantum-mechanic interpretation is somehow legiti-

mate: Say one particle represents a fictive sub-atomic

particle that is responsible for one quantum of angle

and one quantum of velocity. If excited to either of the

two states it results the object it is “attached” either to

move or to accelerate. The chances for excitation and

relaxation are directly linked to the laws of total energy-

conservation. Yet, as this interpretation is very vague,

we would not really consider Model 1 as a model of the

real pendulum, but solely as a meta-model.

Instead, we would suggest interpreting the derived

model as a “numerical solver” of the pendulum equa-

tion. Using a microscopic solver on a macroscopic,

equation based model is not unusual and is commonly

Figure 2: Tests for different values of S and dt for the
stochastic ABM (3 runs each) defined in Model 1
for ϕ0 =

π
2 , k = 2 and T = 4.
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done e.g. in fluid dynamics: The macroscopic Navier-

Stokes equations are “discretised” by particles on a grid

(see HPP, FHP and Lattice-Boltzmann method [11]).

Discussion of the Benefits of the Model. The

popularity of mentioned microscopic modelling ap-

proaches in fluid-dynamics simulation is mainly a result

of their flexibility: Not only does a particle approach

allow almost arbitrarily complex boundary-geometry

(posing difficulties for a PDE approach with classic

Navier-Stokes Equations), it can also be applied easily

to simulate heterogeneous liquids. In general, micro-

scopic models are clearly the most flexible of all model

types with respect to model extensions and modifica-

tions due to their object-oriented description.

We observe similar flexibility for the microscopic

pendulum model introducing a state-event: While state-

events are trivially detected in the microscopic approach

(it is quantised) ODE solvers often need to iterate to find

them adjusting their step-size.

Discussion of the Inverse Mean-Field Method.
Apart from the derived model itself, the example of the

pendulum model emphasises the generality of the in-

verse mean-field approximation for finding microscopic

meta-models to macroscopic systems. Although there

is no obvious reason for a microscopic representation of

the system in that particular case the method definitely

leads to a different point-of-view of the real system.

R.E. Shannon, one of the founding-fathers of systems

simulation, emphasised in 1975 that not only the mea-

surable evaluation of various designs of a given system

is target of a simulation model, but also the understand-
ing of its behaviour [12]. Hence analysis of effects of

different system components poses a vital contribution

to any given research problem. The availability of a

microscopic and a macroscopic model for one system

allows two different points of view on the system com-

ponents.
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Abstract. Heart rate variability (HRV) is the temporal
variation of the interval between consecutive heartbeats.
It can be analyzed by numerousmethods, including spec-
tral analysis. However, HRV time series naturally con-
sist of unevenly spaced data. Several methods emerged
to counteract this problem, usually yielding different re-
sults. Therefore, in this work three spectral analysis
methods were investigated: the Welch, Lomb-Scargle,
and Burg method. Their properties were analyzed by
theoretical considerations and verified in simulations.
Using an oscillator network model with the integral pulse
frequency modulation model, artificial HRV time series
were generated. Their power spectral densities and their
dominant frequencies were evaluated and compared to
the nominal values of the simulated time series. The re-
sults of these experiments and the theoretical considera-
tions suggest that the Lomb-Scargle method is the most
exact in reproducing power spectral densities and domi-
nant frequencies of unevenly spaced HRV data.

Introduction

Heart rate variability (HRV) is the temporal variation of

the interval between consecutive heartbeats. It reflects

the ability of an organism to change the frequency of

the cardiac rhythm on a beat-to-beat basis.

The heart rhythm is controlled via the autonomic

nervous system, whereby its two branches, the sympa-

thetic and the parasympathetic, produce acceleration or

deceleration. The sympathetic nervous system has an

activating function and causes an increase in the heart

rate, the parasympathetic nervous system leads to an in-

hibition of the activity and therefore a decrease in the

heart rate [1].

The higher the heart rate variability, the faster

and more flexible the organism can adapt to internal

and external influences, by optimizing the interplay of

the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system.

Physical or psychological stress usually results in an in-

crease in the heart rate, which then recedes during re-

lief and relaxation. Under chronic stress, however, this

adaptability is restricted and consequently the HRV is

reduced due to the constantly high tension [2]. The

regulatory system of the heart rate has several highly

interconnected in- and outputs, which lead to complex

irregularity in the resulting heart rate. Therefore, it is

reasonable to hypothesize that a defect in the regulatory

system leads to a decreased irregularity of the heart rate.

Thus, the analysis of the HRV strives to quantify the

amount of variability and irregularity.

In diagnostic terms, HRV is not a clinical parameter

or biomarker, but an umbrella term. It can be quan-

tified from a series of RR intervals (i.e., the series of

beat-to-beat intervals) by numerous parameters in three

categories:

• By statistical parameters in the time-domain: the

beat-to-beat heart rate is interpreted as a time series

and is described using common methods of time

series analysis [1].

• By spectral analysis in the frequency-domain:

the beat-to-beat heart rate is regarded as a time-

dependent function and transformed into the

frequency-domain. The power spectral density of

certain, standardized frequency bands reflects var-

ious physiological processes [1].

• By non-linear analysis methods: This collective

term encompasses all methods that attempt to
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quantify the complex dynamics of the physiologi-

cal interactions of the cardiac, circulatory and ner-

vous system to control the heart rate. Methods

from the field of chaos theory may be applied to

determine short-term variability (Poincaré plot) or

the degree of irregularity (entropy analysis) [3, 4].

The analysis of the power spectral density (PSD)

provides information on how power distributes as a

function of frequency. The power of certain frequency

bands can be linked to sympathetic and parasympa-

thetic activity, respiratory sinus arrhythmia, circadian

rhythms, and further physiologic influences on the

HRV. The Guidelines on Heart Rate Variability dis-

tinguish between the total power of the whole spec-

trum and the spectral power of four separated frequency

bands, usually determined in ms2, as summarized in ta-

ble 1.

Name Description Frequency range

TP Total Power 0 - 0.4 Hz

ULF Ultra low frequency 0 - 0.003 Hz

VLF Very low frequency 0.003 - 0.04 Hz

LF Low frequency 0.04 - 0.15 Hz

HF High frequency 0.15 - 0.4 Hz

Table 1: Summary of frequency-domain measures of HRV.

The applicability of these measures depends on the

duration of the recording. Power in the ultra low fre-

quency (ULF) and very low frequency (VLF) ranges

can only be determined in long-term 24h recordings,

since their cycle times (1/ f ) exceed 5 minutes. On the

other hand, the power in the low (LF) and high (HF) fre-

quency ranges can be calculated in short- and long-term

recordings alike. However, since the heart rate modula-

tions during long-term recordings exhibit lower stabil-

ity, LF and HF become less easily interpretable. The

total power (TP) is applicable in short- and long-term

recordings without constraint [1]. Figure 1 shows an

example of a PSD analysis with frequency bands.

The estimation of the PSD itself is not a trivial pro-

cess, since methods for spectral analysis usually require

evenly sampled discrete time series. This is not the case

for a series of RR intervals, since the heartbeats form

a discrete event series following a stochastic process.

Several methods emerged to counteract this problem,

essentially based on two approaches. Non-parametric
methods do not assume a functional form of the PSD a

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5
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0
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P
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D
 (s
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Figure 1: Example of a power spectral density estimate of a
5 minute recording. The blue area marks the LF,
the red area the HF component of the spectrum.

priori, while for parametric methods, assumptions are

made for the signal which lead to a parametric, func-

tional form of the PSD. In the latter case, parameters

for the resulting model have to be determined.

Both approaches have advantages and disadvan-

tages. Therefore, in this work, popular models for the

PSD estimation of HRV time series are investigated by

theoretical considerations and application of the meth-

ods to simulated data.

1 Methods

In the first part of this section, the non-parametric and

parametric PSD estimation methods commonly used in

HRV analysis are described. In the second part, meth-

ods to simulate artificial HRV time series are presented.

The PSD estimation methods are then applied to the

simulated time series and their results compared to the

nominal values of the simulation.

1.1 Non-Parametric PSD Methods

Non-parametric methods are based on the fast Fourier

transform. Due to finite data length the definition of

the PSD is modified to an empirical version based on

the discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFT) and thus an

estimate. This estimate is referred to as a periodogram

and is calculated for a signal y(t) as follows:
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ŜXX (ω) =
1

N

∣∣∣∣∣
N

∑
t=1

y(t)e−iωt

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (1)

However, this direct DTFT approach has high vari-

ance and is not consistent [5]. Furthermore, these esti-

mates exhibit distortions due to spectral leakage caused

by the windowing effect of finite data lengths, which

may cause a superposition of weak parts of the signal

[2]. Therefore, methods such as the Welch method were

developed to reduce variance and spectral leakage at the

expense of the resolution [5].

Welch Method In the Welch method, the data

points are divided into segments that can overlap. The

data points of each segment are weighted with a win-

dow function before calculating the periodogram. In

order to obtain the estimated value of the PSD, the peri-

odograms of the individual segments are averaged. This

averaging should lead to a reduction in variance [6].

In order to create an evenly sampled discrete time

series, the RR intervals in this work are first interpolated

at 7 Hz and subsequently evaluated using the Welch

method with adjacent segments overlapping at 50% and

a Hamming window function [7].

Lomb-Scargle Method An advancement of the

classical periodogram is the variant of Lomb and Scar-

gle [8, 9], whose great advantage is the applicability

to stochastic, irregularly sampled data. It was orig-

inally developed for application in astronomical re-

search, where observation periods are limited and irreg-

ular due to planetary constellations and weather influ-

ences. It is able to find weak periodic signals in other-

wise random, unevenly sampled data. Studies show that

the Lomb-Scargle periodogram reduces possible distor-

tions or erroneous results that can result from any form

of interpolation [10].

Consider xk being the RR intervals and tk derived

from the discrete event series of R peaks, where k =
1, ...,N. The Lomb-Scargle periodogram is defined by

[8] as

PLS (ω) =
1

2σ2

{[
∑N

k=1 (xk − x)cos(ω (tk − τ))
]2

∑N
k=1 cos2 (ω (tk − τ))

+

[
∑N

k=1 (xk − x)sin(ω (tk − τ))
]2

∑N
k=1 sin2 (ω (tk − τ))

}
, (2)

where x is the mean and σ2 the variance of x. For every

angular frequency ω = 2π f a time offset τ is chosen as

tan(2ωτ) = ∑N
k=1 sin(2ωtk)

∑N
k=1 cos(2ωtk)

. (3)

The time offset τ guarantees the time invariance of PLS,

since every shift of tk results in an equivalent shift in the

offset.

1.2 Parametric PSD Methods

Non-parametric methods do not assume any conditions

for the signal except for stationarity. In the case of a

parametric or model-based approach for spectral esti-

mation, the signal is given a certain functional form and

thus a model is created. The parameters of the model

must be determined.

Burg Method Despite the existence of a wide va-

riety of parametric methods, the most wide spread for

analysis of HRV models the RR intervals as an autore-

gressive process of the form

y(t) = c+
p

∑
i=1

φiy(t − i)+ εt , (4)

where c is a constant, εt a white-noise error term, and

φi represents the model parameters. The order p of

the model influences its properties: the lower the or-

der, the smoother the resulting PSD function. Previous

studies suggest that an order of p = 16 is best suited

for application in HRV analysis [11, 2]. Finally, the

Burg method, whose algorithm minimizes predefined

forward and backward prediction errors, is used to esti-

mate the model parameters φi [12].

The three methods for PSD estimation are compared

in figure 2. Due to the segmentation of the input series,

the Welch method shows fewer resulting data points

than the other two methods. The Lomb-Scargle method

exhibits more distinct peaks and valleys with maximum

values about twice the height of the other two meth-

ods. However, the integral of the power in the LF and

HF band is comparable especially to the Burg method.

The Burg method, due to the underlying autoregressive

model, shows the smoothest shape.
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Figure 2: Comparison of the three PSD estimation methods
of the same HRV time series: Welch (50% overlap,
Hamming window), Lomb-Scargle, and Burg (order
16).

1.3 Simulation of HRV Time Series

Different frequency bands in the HRV time series reflect

different physiological feedback mechanisms. In order

to generate artificial HRV time series it is possible to

reversely approximate this connection. In this work, the

following two models were coupled in order to simulate

unevenly spaced HRV data.

Oscillator Network Model Based on the work of

Brennan et al. [13], an interconnected network of sine

oscillators is created to simulate the cardiac control sys-

tem, as shown in figure 3. To create a more realistic

frequency distribution, each frequency band (VLF, LF,

and HF) is simulated by three sub-oscillators. Thereby,

each sub-oscillator is determined by its fundamental

frequency fi (randomly chosen in the respective fre-

quency range) and its amplitude ai, randomly chosen

in the range of [20,40]ms. Finally, the cardiac control

system m(t) is given by

sV LF(t) =
3

∑
i=1

aV LFi · sin(2π fV LFit) (5)

sLF(t) =
3

∑
i=1

aLFi · sin(2π fLFit) (6)

sHF(t) =
3

∑
i=1

aHFi · sin(2π fHFit) (7)

m(t) = HR+ sV LF + sLF + sHF , (8)

where HR is a constant offset representing the average

heart rate (HR).

Figure 3: Network of oscillators to simulate the cardiac
control system m(t).

Integral Pulse Frequency Modulation Model
Since equation 7 produces a continuous model of the

cardiac control system, another step is required to gen-

erate unevenly spaced HRV data. In this step, the in-

tegral pulse frequency modulation (IPFM) model is ap-

plied [14]. It generates the occurrence times of heart-

beats by integrating the input signal m(t) until it reaches

unity. This point in time is then considered as occur-

rence of one heartbeat, and the integrator is reset to

zero. It is represented as

1 =
∫ tk+1

tk
m(t)dt, (9)

where tk denotes the occurrence times of heartbeats.

In this work, equation 9 was solved numerically for

t ∈ [0,300] seconds. This duration corresponds to HRV

measurements of 5 minutes and follows the Guidelines

on Heart Rate Variability [1]. Finally, the HRV time se-

ries consists of the intervals between consecutive heart-

beats, the RR intervals, and is therefore derived from the

tk series as

RRk = tk+1 − tk. (10)
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1.4 Model Comparison

Since the HRV data in this work is generated artificially,

it is possible to determine their nominal values and

compare them to the results of the investigated meth-

ods. This comparison will focus on two features of the

HRV time series: (1) the power spectral density and (2)

the most dominant frequency. Both features will be in-

dependently evaluated for the LF and HF component.

Power Spectral Density The PSD of a given con-

tinuous signal x(t) in the time domain is given by

P = lim
T→∞

1

2T

∫ T

−T
|x(t)|2dt. (11)

For a signal of finite duration T , equation 11 reduces

to the variance of the signal. Since the frequency com-

ponents are generated separately in the oscillator model,

the nominal values for LF and HF power pLF and pHF
are calculated by

PLF = Var(sLF), and (12)

PHF = Var(sHF). (13)

As comparison, the band limited PSD of the Welch,

Lomb-Scargle, and Burg method will be calculated by

P̂ = 2

∫ f2

f1
ŜXX (2π f )d f (14)

from their respective PSD estimations ŜXX and in the

frequency ranges [ f1, f2] according to table 1.

Dominant Frequency Again, the fact that the fre-

quency components are generated separately is used to

obtain nominal values for the model comparison. For

the component sLF (and likewise for sHF ), the dominant

frequency fd is determined by the amplitude:

i = argmax
i

(aLFi), (15)

fd = fLFi. (16)

The comparative values from the PSD methods are

obtained from the PSD estimates ŜXX by

f̂d = argmax
f∈[ f1, f2]

(ŜXX (2π f )). (17)

2 Results
One thousand simulation runs of the HRV model were

performed to gather nominal values and approximations

by the Welch, the Lomb-Scargle, and the Burg PSD es-

timation methods. Their results are reported in this sec-

tion.

2.1 Power Spectral Density

Figure 4 summarizes the differences between the PSD

evaluated by the three methods under investigation and

the nominal values as boxplots. The same results are ag-

gregated in table 2 as mean (standard deviation). While

in the LF band, the Welch method shows the best re-

sult regarding the mean and median differences, it also

shows the worst in the HF band. In contrast, the Lomb-

Scargle method exhibits the worst result regarding the

mean and median differences in the LF range. How-

ever, its scattering is by far the lowest in all tested cases,

suggesting a higher consistency compared to the other

methods.
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Figure 4: Deviation of the power spectral density
approximations from the nominal values in the
low- and high frequency (LF and HF) range.

Figure 5 shows the individual differences of all sim-

ulation runs as a function of the nominal values. It al-

lows the interpretation of the results regarding system-

atic errors. Again, the lower dispersion of the Lomb-

Scargle method is clearly visible. Furthermore, all

methods display a dependency on the nominal values:

the higher the nominal values, the higher the dispersion

of the differences. Lastly, trends are visible in the evalu-

ation of the LF range by the Lomb-Scargle method and
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Figure 5: Deviation of the power spectral density approximations from the nominal values, shown as a function of the nominal
values and separated by method and frequency range.

Power Spectral Density LF (ms2) HF (ms2)

Welch 126 (232) -448 (214)

Lomb-Scargle 264 (88) -7 (93)

Burg 241 (281) -19 (156)

Table 2: Deviation of the power spectral density
approximations from the nominal values in the low-
and high frequency (LF and HF) range, stated as
mean (Standard deviation).

the HF range by the Welch method. In these cases, ap-

parently the differences of the results and nominal val-

ues depend on the actual power of the respective fre-

quency band.

2.2 Dominant Frequency

Figure 6 reports the deviation of the detected dominant

frequencies from the nominal values. Since the results

are not normally distributed, table 3 summarizes them

as median [1st quartile, 3rd quartile]. In contrast to the

results of the PSD, the Lomb-Scargle method outper-

forms the other methods regarding the dominant fre-

quency in all cases. Again, a low scattering suggests

a high consistency of this method.

Figure 7 reports the individual results as a function

of the nominal values. All results exhibit the interesting

pattern that differences are positive for low frequency
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Figure 6: Deviation of the detected dominant frequency
from the nominal values in the low- and high
frequency (LF and HF) range.

values, and negative for high frequency values. This

points out the systematic error that measurement results

are too high for low frequencies, and too low for high

frequencies. In other words, all three methods exhibit

a trend towards the center of the frequency range when

looking for the most dominant frequency. Apart from

this common systematic error, the figure mirrors the re-

sults of figure 6 and table 3 regarding the dispersion of

the differences. Finally, a reduction of frequency reso-

lution in the Welch method becomes obvious as recur-

ring pattern around the zero difference.
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Figure 7: Deviation of the detected dominant frequency peak from the nominal values, shown as a function of the nominal
values and separated by method and frequency range. A positive difference results from measurement values higher
than the nominal values.

Dominant Freq. LF (mHz) HF (mHz)

Welch 0.0 [-4.9, 3.4] -2.8 [-50.2, 2.1]

Lomb-Scargle 0.0 [-0.3, 0.2] -0.1 [-0.3, 0.2]

Burg 0.4 [-4.8, 8.3] -0.3 [-20.6 2.9]

Table 3: Deviation of the detected dominant frequency from
the nominal values in the low- and high frequency
(LF and HF) range. Since the data is not normally
distributed, they are stated as median [1st quartile,
3rd quartile].

3 Discussion
From a clinical point of view, the calculation of the

HRV can be used to assess the state of the autonomous

nervous system to evaluate e.g. stress, depression, or

brain damage [2]. Regarding cardiovascular diseases,

HRV analysis aids in the diagnosis and risk stratifica-

tion of numerous pathologies. Alterations in certain

HRV measures during or after myocardial infarction, in

congestive heart failure, or in diabetic neuropathy have

been linked to increased mortality [1].

While the relationship between the frequency com-

ponents HF, LF, and VLF and the activity of the ner-

vous system as well as other regulatory mechanisms is

undoubted [2], the selection of the proper method to

estimate the PSD and their parameters (for parametric

methods) remains controversial. Studies showed that

the power calculated in the respective frequency bands

varies significantly between methods [15].

The Welch method requires evenly sampled data

points, which necessitates resampling of the time series.

The choice of the resampling method and frequency

therefore will influence the PSD estimate. Besides, due

to windowing and averaging, the Welch method suffers

from a loss in frequency resolution. However, since

HRV is usually quantified using the standardized and

rather broad frequency bands, this might not be an is-

sue. Furthermore, the windowing and averaging leads

to a better statistical stability regarding outliers. There-

fore, a small amount of artifacts or ectopic beats in the

interval time series is tolerable. [1, 2, 15]

While the Burg methods differs from the Welch

method in being parametric instead of non-parametric,

they share several advantages and disadvantages. It

requires the choice of an order, which affects the re-

sult. However, several studies investigated this topic

and reached the conclusion, that an order of 16 is gen-

erally acceptable in HRV analysis [11, 2]. Similar to

the Welch method, the autoregressive model leads to a

smoothing effect, limiting the frequency resolution but

allowing for some outliers in the time series [15].

The Lomb-Scargle method can be considered the

most exact method, since there is no need for resam-

pling (and thus, an alteration of the input data itself)
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nor for the choice of parameters. However, it is rarely

used in medical studies, probably for the lack of be-

ing mentioned in guidelines [1] or thorough reviews [2].

Furthermore, due to the lack of any smoothing, outliers

may easily disrupt the PSD estimate, especially the HF

component. Therefore, the Lomb-Scargle method re-

quires the most thorough filtering of RR intervals.

Apart from the theoretic analysis, the PSD estima-

tion methods investigated in this work were applied to

artificially simulated HRV data with known properties.

The results of these model comparisons clearly point

towards the Lomb-Scargle method as the most exact

method. It showed the best capability to consistently

reproduce the power spectral density as well as the ac-

curate detection of the most dominant frequencies. The

findings of these simulations are in line with the theo-

retical considerations.

4 Conclusion

In this work, three methods for spectral analysis of HRV

time series were investigated theoretically and using

simulated HRV data. The experimental results as well

as the theoretical considerations suggest that the Lomb-

Scargle method is the most exact. However, it must be

assumed that it is also the most vulnerable to outliers

in the HRV time series. Therefore, the Lomb-Scargle

PSD is only recommended after thorough filtering of

the RR intervals, if an error-free time series can be as-

sumed. The effects of outliers on PSD estimation meth-

ods therefore will be investigated in future works.
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Abstract.  In autumn 2015, Europe was confronted with a 
dramatic migration and refugee’s movement – the so-called 
Refugee Crisis 2015. No ebbing of the migration and refugee 
pathways can be expected for the near future. Can simulation 
help to analyse the pathway of migration in such a critical 
case, and can simulation forecast pathways of migrants and 
refugees under different circumstances? This contribution 
first sketches variants of the Spatial Interaction Model, a 
model approach for any kind of population shift in certain 
regions. This more theoretical introduction is followed by the 
development of a Spatial Interaction Model for the pathway 
of migrants and refugees during the Refugee Crisis 2015, and 
by model implementation and identification of model param-
eters based on UNHCR data reported during the crisis. 

Next follows a spatial extension including the Mediterranean 
Sea route allowing a forecast and real data comparison for 
pathways of migrants and refugees in summer 2016. Last step 
is development of a Scenario Model allowing the study of 
possible control actions. The simulation model does not pro-
vide direct help for the people involved, but the simulation 
can help in better understanding and improving the situation 
of migrants and refugees – the authors hope. 

Introduction 
In September and October 2015 a wave of refugees 
shocked Europe – later on called Refugee Crisis 2015. 
UNHCR reported daily dramatic data – refugees on route 
from Syria to western Europe, mainly on transit in 
Eastern Europe, and applying for asylum in Western 
Europe. Figure 1 shows two snapshots from animations 
of UNHCR data– the one from September 5, 2015, when 
the wave started, and the other from October 30, 2015, 
when the wave ebbed down.  
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Figure 1. Data animation of refugees’ pathway in Refugee Crisis 2015 – snapshot 2015-09-05 (left) and 2015-10-30 (right). 
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The data animation of this specific refugee wave (two 

snapshots in Figure 1) was performed by dwh Simulation 
Services for ORF 1 Online (Austrian Broadcast Com-
pany, Science Program Online). The Mathematical Mod-
elling Group of the Institute for Analysis and Scientific 
Computing at TU Wien is closely co-operating with dwh 
Simulation Services, and discussions on the Refugee Cri-
sis 2015 initiated a small project for trying to develop a 
simulation model for this specific refugee wave, with 
possibilities to parametrize for other possible pathways 
of refugees or migrants.  

First step was the interpretation of a refugee wave as 
a special case of migration behaviour. Migration behav-
iour seems to be driven by individual and personal cir-
cumstances of the refugees. Moreover, it becomes clear 
from a macroscopic viewpoint, that migration is a special 
kind of spatial population dynamics. Parts of a population 
migrate from one region into another region, driven by 
repulsive forces in the start region, and by attractive 
forces of the destination region(s). Regions often try to 
control migration by border control – separation forces 
for the migration movement. These forces, together with 
the pathway of migration, allow a modelling approach for 
the migration movement as behavioural spatial interac-
tion model.  

The pathways of migrants and refugees can be 
interpreted as spacial interaction of parts of populations 
in certain regions. The so-called Spatial Interaction 
Model is a macroscopic model approach for describing 
any kind of spatial interaction behaviour between 
populations or regions (described in Section 1 Spatial 
Interaction Models). This modelling approach has a wide 
range of applications, from traffic flows, movement of 
commuters or migrants, trade of goods or transmission of 
messages – and therefore seems to be appropriate for 
modelling also the pathway of migrants and refugees. 

The best known and widely used type of Spatial 
Interaction Models is the Social Gravity Model. 
(sketched in Section 2 Social Gravity Models). The basic 
idea is the description of the interaction between 
populations or regions with a relation referring to 
Newton’s law of gravity.  

Section 3 Migration Pathway Model develops a 
network of generalized social gravity models for the 
pathway of migrants and refugees, taking into account 
special demands with respect to regions of origin, 
possible regions of destination and the transit regions,

and with respect to the heterogeneity of the attraction or 
repulsion of these regions influencing the migration 
behaviour. It turns out that it is necessary to introduce 
transit countries, characterized by an attraction not from 
the country itself, but by the attraction of following 
countries.  

Indeed, in spring 2016, the developed model could be 
parametrized and identified for the refugee wave of the 
Refugee Crisis 2015 – with specific submodels for the 
attracting and repelling attributes of the involved 
countries, and with data from UNHCR (Section 4 
Refugee Crisis Model). 

Obviously, the Refugee Crisis 2015 was not the only 
refugee wave. In general, no ebbing of the migration and 
refugee pathways can be expected, and the challenge 
was, whether the developed model is able to forecast the 
refugee wave expected for June 2016. Section 5 Forecast 
Model describes the necessary model changes – close 
down of Balkan route and opening of Mediterranean 
route – and a successful forecast. 

It turns out, that the model – first published and pre-
sented in autumn 2016 [7, 8] is ‘general’ enough to study 
qualitatively also certain possible control strategies, pro-
posed by politicians, with more or less careful consider-
ations – close-down of certain specific borders, etc. – 
briefly sketched in Section 6 Scenario Model. 

A summary in Section 7 tries to evaluate the devel-
oped model. Main conclusions is: Models are in any case 
a simplification of reality, but they should help in better 
understanding of complex dynamics as migration move-
ment, and the intention of this model is to show strategies 
to improve the situation of migrant population and resi-
dent population under appropriate prerequisites.  

1 Spatial Interaction Models 
Spatial interaction is a movement or transmission over 
space between at least two regions, which is resulting of 
a decision process involving different influences. Inter-
action as physical movement is for example migration 
movement, where nonphysical movement could be the 
transmission of messages or the exchange of knowledge.  

The Spatial Interaction Model of two regions (Figure 
2) is describing such spatial interaction with a relation, 
which is depending on different attributes. In the most 
general form, this model is given by the following equa-
tion: 
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Figure 2. Population movement between regions. 

The interaction factor   (’I mmigration’), responsible 
for movement from population in region  to population 
in  region , is described by a function  of attracting at-
tributes  in region , of repelling attributes in region 
 and separation attributes  between region  and re-

gion  (Figure 2). 
The interaction is depending on a decision process, 

which is happening based on certain conditions. For ex-
ample, the decision of a commuter for a certain traffic 
route could be influenced by the costs of this route, the 
availability of public transport and the distance to work. 
These influencing factors are represented by attributes. 

The shift of population is then given by   , so 
that a time-dependent dynamics is introduced: 

 
 

2 Social Gravity Models 
The widely used type of Spatial Interaction Models are 
the (Social) Gravity Models. Here the relation, which is 
describing the interaction, is based on Newton’s law of 
gravity. This idea to draw analogies between physics and 
certain human behaviour has a long history. It came up in 
the year 1852 by Henry Charles Carey, who described the 
human migration behaviour as the ‘tendency to gravitate 
the fellow man’ [1]. In geography and demography, 
Gravity Models are used for a long time to analyse the 
flow of people, goods or capital. But often there is a lack 
of mathematical and theoretical foundation to understand 
the backgrounds ([2]). 

This leads to examination of the relation between mi-
gration movement and the attraction of regions, as well 
as the distance between regions. Ernest Charles Young 
was the first who postulated the formal connection with 
the law of gravity [9]. Investigating the movement of 
farm population, he pointed out this coherence in the fol-
lowing formula: 

 

Here  is the absolute migration,  the intensity of at-
traction of a region,  the distance to this region and  a 
proportional constant. The dependency of attraction and 
the distance is based on Newton’s law of gravity. 

In the following years, this approach was used to de- 
scribe human shopping behaviour and was refined by 
John Quincy Steward in the year 1941, who was devel-
oping the theory of demographic gravitation ([6]):  

 

Here the influence of the fundamental physical law is ob-
vious. The interaction  between the population centres 
 and  is direct proportional to the product of the so-

called population masses  and , which are describing 
the attributes in centres  and . 
Furthermore the interaction is indirect proportional to the 
squared distance  between the population centres  
and . The constant  is called the demographic gravity 
constant. 

A few years later in 1950 Steward developed a for-
mula, which involves the possibility of different impacts 
of the attributes to the interaction ([6]):  

 

Here  and  are population weights. These weights 
are reflecting the heterogeneity of population masses and 
are treated as statistical parameters. With this parametric 
extension, the model description steps back from the di-
rect analogy to Newton’s law, but it increases the flexi-
bility of the mode a lot. 

After the introduced forms of gravity models, many 
different formalisations were used. Ashish Sen and Tony 
Smith were introducing a general class of gravity models 
([6]).  

The general class of gravity models has the following 
form 

 

where the interaction  is resulting of the product of a 
weighted function  of attributes in , a weighted func-
tion of the attributes  in  and function of separation 
attributes  between  and . These weighted func-
tions are vector-valued, so they can include a set of dif-
ferent attributes and heterogeneity. 
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3 Migration Pathway Model 
Next aim is to develop a migration model with the path-
way (network) of migration, which is fitting to the intro-
duced class of gravity models. Therefore, the focus is on 
the migration behaviour between the regions of origin, 
the possible regions of destination and the transit regions.  

The heterogeneity of the attraction or repulsion of 
these regions influencing the migration behaviour should 
be included. Furthermore, this attribute function should 
be treated as time dependent to observe structural 
changes in the migration behaviour over time. The model 
description should also have the flexibility to describe 
migration movement between a list of different included 
regions in different structure and through different routes. 

3.1 Graph model for pathway 
Directed graphs are a generic approach for describing 

connected regions and possible pathways of migration. 
Here, the graph of migration movement is defined as di-
rected graph , where the finite set of vertices 

 

is describing the different regions of interest and the fi-
nite set of edges 

 with   

is describing the geographical possibility to migrate from 
one region  to the other region  (in the adjacency ma-
trix of the graph denoted by a ). 

3.2 Discrete model on pathway 
With this formalism, it is possible to describe a time-

dependent interaction  from region  to region  
(Figure 3) with the following equation: 

 

 

 
If  and  denote the number of migrants in re-
gions  or  resp., then the number of migrants  
moving from region  to region   is given by 

 

 
Figure 3. Migration movement between regions  

with attributes for attraction, repulsion,  
and separation. 

Here the  functions of attractive attributes  

 

in region are time-dependent, are normalized to 1 and 
are weighted by parameters , which are the basis for 
following model identification. These properties also be-
long to the  functions of repulsive attributes  in re-
gion  

 

For the  functions of separation attributes  

 

another value range is foreseen, in order to describe 
closed borders. 

 
In general, time base for migration movement can be 

different – decades, years, quarters, months, and days. In 
any case, a synchronous time base results in a discrete 
dynamic model for migration from the region  to region 

, using the actual migration equation with the interac-
tion factor   : 

 

Clearly, any region may have more than one neighbour 
with immigration and emigration, so that in the above 
equations, more bilance terms will appear, but structur-
ally only neighbouring regions are taken into account: 

 

 

In above equations, the sums spread over neighbouring 
emigration regions and immigration regions, except re-
gion  and region , which are directly balanced in the 
equations. 
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3.3 Discrete model with transit regions 
The consideration of only neighbouring regions in the up 
to now developed model may be sufficient for regions, 
which all are potential immigration regions. Especially in 
the case of refugee waves, some regions are only transit 
regions, which have high repelling attributes and which 
must have attractive attributes; but these attractive attrib-
utes are not a property of the regions itself, they are given 
by the attractive properties of the immigration neigh-
bours of the transit region. 

This fact requires a model extension for the calcula-
tion of attractive attributes of a transit region  – using 
the attractive attributes of the neighbouring immigration 
regions  given by  

 

Instead of the generic summed up attractive attributes  
the maximum of summed up attractive attributes of 
neighbouring immigration regions is used: 

 

Also the separation attributes  from transit region  
to the neighbouring immigration regions  
must be taken into account – one appropriate solution is 
to make use of separated maximum calculation: 

 

Additionally also the repulsion attributes  are in-
creased to  depending on a certain transit category. 
Figure 4 sketches these extensions for transit. 

 
Figure 4. Migration movement through a transit region 

with dependent attraction attributes. 

3.4 Relation to social behaviour modelling 
Since the presented discrete model is simulating social 
behaviour, it must be mentioned, that the social aspects 
and reasons behind the migration are a result of a com-
plex composition of various influences. Finding appro-
priate descriptions for social behaviour is a great chal-
lenge, and the available different approaches are suited to 
cover the different aspects, but not the overall behaviour. 
As consequence, the characterization of the presented mi-
gration model is important in terms of understanding the 
qualities and limits of this approach. 

Empirical studies showed that gravity models are 
most successful in describing macroscopic patterns of 
spatial interaction. They are more reliable in picturing the 
behaviour of populations rather than individuals ([6]). 
One reason is that individual decisions are often influ-
enced by many different partly unknown factors, which 
refer to specific individuals. Here, agent-based modelling 
may have better merits, but less features for quantitative 
identification. On the other hand, the focus on population 
groups gives the quality of a sufficient description of the 
behaviour of interest, with just a little required infor-
mation.  

It is also important to discuss the aspect of time. The 
dynamics of the introduced migration model are only ob-
served at discrete time steps, staying constant over the 
next period of time. Structural changes, for example a 
change of the attribute function from one time step to the 
next one, are ‘treated’ as event. From this viewpoint, the 
model shows quasi-static behaviour, depending on the 
chosen time base. 

The model is by mathematical definition a determin-
istic model, but most of the parameters are rates – aver-
ages of probabilistic distributions. From this viewpoint, 
the model is averaging probabilistic behaviour (details on 
these considerations see [8]).  

4 Refugee Crisis Model 
The presented discrete model with transit regions allows 
modelling the pathway of refugees during the so-called 
Refugee Crisis 2015. Begin of September 2015 many 
people fled from war actions in Syria, and at the same 
time some of the refugee camps in Lebanon were shut 
down due to financial reasons – resulting in a refugee 
wave towards Western Europe. Figure 1 shows snapshots 
of data animation of refugees’ pathway in the Refugee 
Crisis 2015 sketching the principle structure of the path-
way. 
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4.1 Model graph structure 
For model implementation, the pathway is defined by a 
graph with nineteen vertices – the evident regions along 
the pathway. Origin is vertex v1, region Syria, and final 
destinations are regions in Western Europe. It is not nec-
essary – and because lack of data not possible – to inves-
tigate all countries on the pathway as self-consistent ver-
tex, some countries are considered as common region 
along the pathway from Syria to Western Europe.  

Table 1 lists the regions – the vertices implemented 
in the model, and Figure 5 shows the graph with the pos-
sibilities for migration. 

 

Vertices Regions  

v1 Syria 

v2 Iraq 

v3 Jordan 

v4 Egypt 

v5 Lebanon 

v6 Turkey 

v7 Greece 

v8 Former Republic of Macedonia 

v9 Serbia 

v10 Hungary 

v11 Croatia 

v12 Slovenia 

v13 Slovakia, Czech Republic,  
Rumania, Bulgaria, Poland,  
Lithuania, Estonia, Latvia 

v14 Austria 

v15 Germany 

v16 United Kingdom, The Netherlands, 
Belgium, France 

v17 Norway, Finland, Sweden, Denmark 

v18 Italy, Spain, Portugal 

v19 Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Montenegro 

Table 1. Regions – graph vertices – under consideration for 
Refugee Crisis model. 

 

 
Figure 5. Migration graph model for Refugee Crisis 2015 

from Syria into and within Europe in  
September/October 2015. 

4.2 Attribute functions 
The model focusses on the migration movement and the 
different migration routes and it is not modelling any rea-
sons for emigration. This implies a distinction of coun-
tries of origin and potential destination countries. Ob-
serving the interactions from Syria to the neighbouring 
countries, the repulsive attributes of the country of origin 
are not taken into consideration. Here the attractive at-
tributes of the neighbouring countries are determining the 
intensity of interaction. 

Necessary is also a distinction between potential des-
tination countries and transit countries. The attractive at-
tributes of a transit country have less influence on the in-
teraction; they are overlaid by the attraction attributes of 
the next destination regions. In the model, a transit region 
(country) is defined by a region, the repulsion attribute of 
which exceeds a certain limit. In this case, the attractive 
attributes of the region are replaced by an appropriate 
maximum of the attractive function of the countries, 
which are accessible from the transit region (formulas see 
Section 3.3). 
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The choice of attraction attributes and repulsion at-

tributes follows investigations and negotiations pub-
lished in a study of the Australian economic scientist 
Timothy Hatton ([4]), and investigations by Neumayer 
on asylum destination choice ([5]). Hatton examined the 
correlation of specific attributes of developed countries 
and the number of asylum applications. As essential, he 
observed a big effect of access policy, like the border se-
curity, and of processing policy, like the humanitarian sit-
uation. Interestingly, the study shows only a small posi-
tive impact of welfare policy on the number of asylum 
applications ([4]). Table 2 and Table 3 list the seven at-
traction attributes and the five repulsion attributes used 
in this model implementation. 

 

Function Attraction Attributes  

A1,j Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 

A2,j Fragile State Index (FSI) 

A3,j Migrants in the country 

A4,j Attractive attributes of accessible 
countries 

A5,j Not exceeded capacity 

A6,j Asylum recognition rate in country 

A7,j Asylum recognition quote in Europe 

Table 2. Seven attraction attributes for countries (regions) 
along pathway, j =1, ..19. 

 
Function Repulsion Attributes  

R1,j Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 

R2,j Fragile State Index (FSI) 

R3,j Exceeded capacity 

R4,j Asylum recognition rate in country 

R5,j Asylum recognition quote in Europe 

Table 3. Five repulsion attributes for countries (regions) 
along pathway, j =1 ,..19. 

The access policy and access control of a country is de-
scribed by appropriate separation functions . In 
case of (partly) closed borders or closed borders enforced 
by border security arrangements, the separation functions 
reduce interaction immediately. 

 
 

In general, time base for migration movement can be 
different – decades, years, quarters, months, and days. 
The investigated migration waves last one to three 
months, and data are available for the Refugee Crisis 
2015 on a daily base, so a time base of days is appropriate 
for the model to be implemented. Clearly, the time base 
scales the interaction function , and indirectly all at-
tribute functions. 

The unknown parameters in the model are the 
weighting parameters  and  
in the formulas for the interaction function . The pa-
rameters may differ for some countries, especially for the 
country of origin; some can be estimated, some must be 
identified using the data reported from UNHCR.  

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show examples for the 
weighting parameters of attractive and repulsive attrib-
utes in classical destination countries. Of course, the at-
tractive attributes of the county of origin must follow an 
exclusive non-attractive weighting – Figure 8. 

 

 
Figure 6. Weighting parameters for attractive attributes - 

potential destination country. 

 
Figure 7. Weighting parameters for repulsive attributes - 

potential destination country. 
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Figure 8. Weighting parameters for attractive attributes – 

country of origin. 

4.3 Software implementation 
The model description with the sum formulas and with 
the multiple indices looks difficult to implement. How-
ever, the graph structure with vector of vertices and adja-
cency matrix, and the possibility to formalize the attrib-
utes as vectors allows a compact model implementation 
in MATLAB language – code snippet in Figure 9. 

 
Figure 9. Model implementation in MATLAB – vector and 

matrix structures within main loop. 

4.4 Simulation results 
The implemented model allows a simulation of the path-
way of refugees during the Refugee Crisis 2015, in the 
period from September 1, 2015 to October 31, 2015. A 
big challenge was the proper choice of the parameters - 
the weighting parameters for the attributes. Some of them 
can be determined by available data, some must be iden-
tified in comparing UNHCR data from daily migrant 
movement with results from the simulation. 

Most of the attraction attributes and repulsion attrib-
utes can be seen constant during these 61 days. At the 
first glance, the migration movement seems to be linearly 
growing over time, as shown with the number of refugees 
in the regions over time (Figure 10). 

 
Figure 10. Result from simulation of Refugee Crisis 2015: 

number of refugees passing the 19 regions – al-
most linear growing behaviour. 

 
Figure 11. Result from simulation of Refugee Crisis 2015: 

number of refugees passing Hungary, Croatia, 
and Slovenia under impact of closing of borders 
on September 15 and 16, 2015. 

The separation attributes clearly are not constant, they re-
flect the closing of the border from Hungary to Serbia on 
September 15, 2015, and the closing of the border from 
Hungary to Croatia on October 16, 2015, and subsequent 
opening of borders. Figure 11 impressively demonstrates 
the effect of the closing of borders on the amount of ref-
ugees trying to pass these borders. Clearly, under these 
circumstances the linear growth is replaced by constant 
values (and zero values) for migration. 

The quality of the results can be checked by compar-
ison with UNHCR data, at best with the summed-up 
number of asylum applications in each region.  
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Figure 12. Result from simulation of Refugee Crisis 2015: 

summed up number of asylum applications in 
the 19 regions (right column, blue) compared 
with UNHCR data (left column, green) at the end 
of the refugee wave. 

Simulation results in Figure 12 show the results of the 
migration movements as summed up number of asylum 
applications (during the full period) in the nineteen re-
gions and compares these results with data recorded by 
UNHCR. 

Some of the numbers in Figure 12 seem to be aston-
ishing, as many people expect the highest number of asy-
lum applications in Western Europe. However, the high-
est number of applications were put in vertices  and 

 – Turkey and Serbia. Significantly lower are the ap-
plications in the vertices ,   and  – Ger-
many, Scandinavia, France/UK, and Austria.  

 
Figure 13. Result from simulation of Refugee Crisis 2015: 

relative error for summed up number of asylum 
applications in the 19 regions (simulation results 
data vs. UNHCR data). 

The comparison of data from simulation and UNHCR 
data for the summed-up number of asylum applications 
allows calculating a relative error for the simulation re-
sult data, displayed in Figure 13. For most regions, the 
relative error is below 5 %, only for vertex  – Turkey 
– it goes up to 9 %. Such relative errors are not satisfying 
for simulations of technical systems, but for socio-eco-
nomic systems these errors are acceptable and lower than 
expected. 

4.5 Animation of simulation results 
Time plots can present results of the simulation, e.g. the 
number of migrants, as with Figure 10 and Figure 11, or 
bar charts with summed-up number of asylum applica-
tions. However, it is challenging to display also the path-
ways. Here, an animation of this specific refugee wave 
was implemented by dwh Simulation Service for 
ORF 1 Online (Austrian Broadcast Company, Web Sci-
ence Program Online).  

The web-based animation with a sequence of 61 maps 
of Europe show for each of the 61 days  
• the pathway of migrants by arrows from regions to 

region (the thickness of the arrow indicates qualita-
tively the up-to-data summed-up number migrants,  

• the summed-up number of transit migrants and mi-
grants applying for asylum in each region, 

• and border actions by prohibitory signs at restricted 
or closed borders. 

Figure 1 already presented two snapshots of this anima-
tion, but data driven. Now this animation can be driven 
by simulation data: Figure 14 and Figure 15 show snap-
shots, the one from begin of the refugee wave, and the 
other from end of wave, after the closing of borders. 

 
Figure 14. Refugee Crisis 2015: Simulation data animation, 

snapshot from begin of refugee wave. 
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Figure 15. Refugee Crisis 2015: Simulation data animation, 

snapshot from end of refugee wave, with border 
closing at Balkan route. 

5 Forecast Model 
The Refugee Crisis Model allows an a-posteriori simula-
tion of the Refugee Crisis 2015: the model was developed 
after the refugee wave, and the simulation results could 
be verified by data reported during the refugee wave. As 
the value of modelling and simulation is mainly forecast 
of dynamic behaviour, the question arises, whether the 
model can simulate a pathway of migration in advance – 
a need for a Forecast Model.  

In spring 2016, the so-called Balkan Route was 
closed by border control and by the so-called Turkey 
Deal. Nevertheless, for June 2016 again a refugee wave 
was expected, using the Mediterranean route. The chal-
lenge was to forecast parts of this wave by simulation, 
using a modification and extension of the Refugee Crisis 
Model. 

The main changes for the Forecast Model are 
• change of regions 
• change of pathways, and 
• change of some attributes. 

Main task was the implementation of the Mediterranean 
route. An easy and generic solution is to continue the al-
ready existing pathway to Africa and connect it with the 
northern Mediterranean coasts. As consequence, vertex 

 – Egypt – changes to vertex  – North Africa/Coast, 
and the sea route is defined by a new pathway from ver-
tex  – North Africa/Coast to vertex  – Italy, Spain, 
Portugal.  

 
Figure 16. Migration graph model for Forecast Model with 

Mediterranean Sea route. 

Figure 16 shows the new migration graph, with pathway 
along the Mediterranean Sea Route. It is not necessary to 
take into account a pathway from vertex  – North Af-
rica/Coast to vertex  – Greece – because of the Turkey 
Deal, (as with the pathway to Balkan coast, because of 
the closed Balkan Route). 

The Forecast Model can re-use most of the parame-
ters and values of the attributes, except separation attrib-
utes, and some attraction attributes. The separation attrib-
utes  of regions at Balkan model a closure of the bor-
ders for migrants, and separation attributes in Middle Eu-
rope (vertices ,  – Germany, Scandinavia,) are in-
creased (stronger border control for migrants). Further-
more it is assumed, that vertex  – Western Europe –
has exceeded the asylum capacity (lower attraction attrib-
utes). 

The model is parametrized to forecast by simulation 
the pathway of migrants and the number of asylum appli-
cation for June 2016, with the same time base as the pre-
vious model. The simulation results calculated before the 
June 2016 migrant wave can now be compared with 
available data collected during and at the end of June 
2016 migrant wave – displayed in barcharts for the asy-
lum applications in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17. Forecast Model – June 2016 Migrant Wave  

summed up number of asylum application in the 
19 regions (right column, blue) compared with 
compared with UNHCR data (left column, green) 
at the end of the refugee wave. 

The simulation results are partly sufficient. Migrants put 
most asylum applications in vertex  – Germany, here 
simulation results coincide well with a-posteriori data 
(8 % relative error). Satisfying are also results for  – 
Western Europe (15 % relative error) and  – Austria 
(26 % relative error). The significant higher relative er-
rors for Balkan and Mediterranean regions are partly 
based on the fact, that data were not available, so that av-
erage data from spring 2016 were used. An exception is 
vertex  – Greece: the high number of real applications 
seems to include applications from migrants, who arrived 
earlier, and who had to stay because of the closure of the 
Balkan Route. 

The relative errors of parts of the results of the Fore-
cast Model are high. Such relative errors are not satisfy-
ing for simulations of technical systems, but for socio-
economic systems these errors are acceptable, especially 
they still allow a qualitative analysis of the dynamic be-
haviour. 

Indeed the power of the Forecast Model is the possi-
bility of a qualitative forecast of the migration pathway, 
especially when displayed in ascertainable manner for 
time domain, spatial domain, and flow domain, as with 
the web-based animation of maps of Europe with dy-
namic migration. Figure 18, Figure 19, and Figure 20 
show three snapshots from this animation, the first at 
begin of June with closed borders, the second midst of 
June with already frequently used Mediterranean Sea 
route, and the third end of June, with final data.  

 
Figure 18. Forecast Model - Refugee Wave June 2016:  

simulation data animation, snapshot at begin. 

 
Figure 19. As Fig. 18, snapshot midst of June, frequently 

used Mediterranean Sea Route. 

 
Figure 20. As Fig. 18, snapshot end of June, frequently used 

Mediterranean Sea Route and distribution  
of asylum applications. 
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6 Scenario Model 
Last step in the model development was the parametriza-
tion of the Forecast Model with average values for attrac-
tion attributes and for repulsion attributes, on basis of the 
structure with 19 regions. Additionally, this model pro-
vides some special separation attributes in order to study 
certain separation control, among them the closing of the 
Brenner border, the closing of German borders, etc.  

This model allows analyzing qualitatively these sce-
narios by means of the barcharts for asylum application, 
and by means of the animated maps of Europe with mi-
gration pathways. Figure 21 shows one of these scenar-
ios: Balkan Route closed, German borders closed – the 
result is a very strong pathway along the Mediterranean 
Sea Route – with all side effects. 

 
Figure 21. Scenario Model – Refugee Wave with extensive 

use of Mediterranean Sea Route. 

7 Conclusion 
‘Models are in any case a simplification of reality, but 
they should help in better understanding of complex dy-
namics as migration movement, and the intention of this 
model is to show strategies to improve the situation of 
migrant population and resident populations under ap-
propriate prerequisites.’ 

The above statement expresses the hope of the au-
thors that the simulation really helps in understanding 
better pathways of migrants and refugees, and to think of 
the human beings involved. Clearly, the attributes in the 
regions control the flow of migrants. Still politicians 
think only on control by separation attributes (let’s close 
the borders!), instead of thinking on an evenly distribu-
tion of attraction attributes in all regions, or on decrease 
of repulsion attributes (welfare, no wars, …). 

Many people think that figures with pathways of mi-
grants along the Mediterranean Sea Route are a novelty 
in Europe (e.g. Figure 29 as reality, or Figure 21 as sce-
nario). The main author found a very similar picture with 
pathways of migrants along the Mediterranean Sea Route 
(see below) in an article by J. Fischer about the migration 
of the sea people at the end of Bronze Age ([3]) – let’s 
also learn from history! 
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Abstract.  Using Modelling and Simulation for Planning and 
Evaluation of Health Systems needs the combination of 
state of the art modelling and simulation tools, which can 
be used in a modular way. In addition, big data sets are 
used to describe the status-quo of health systems. Together 
possibilities for prediction and strategic planning increase, 
while challenges for quality assessment and reproducible 
processes generate the need for new developed structures 
in research and implementation. The article gives an outline 
of approaches, developed within the Austrian DEXHELPP 
project and points out strategies for coping with these 
challenges. 

Introduction 

Based on the concepts of equations, networks, algo-
rithms and causal understanding of the world, modelling 
and simulation has reached a high level of describing 
systems and processes, like complex technical systems, 
ecological systems or production and logistic processes. 
Challenges are developing, combining, transferring and 
communicating such approaches and solutions. 

On the other hand, big data has come to an eminent 
importance based on sensors and computational efforts 
in measuring our world. Today, many technologies for 
the construction, monitoring, and evaluation exist. A 
huge amount of activities can be seen in research, 
founding, policy and media.  

Still, interfaces and methods for linking these tech-
nologies are to be intensified. Especially complex socio-

technical systems intertwining technologies and hu-
mans, aiming to serve the goals of citizens on different 
levels, ranging from the personal goals of a citizen re-
garding, e.g., treatment and prescription management to 
the management of Health Care by policy and decision 
makers. One prerequisite to achieve this is the analysis 
of actual data and forecasting of the future behaviour 
with simulation methods. 

1 Future Health Systems 
National health systems invest annually more billions of 
Euros as the demand for health services increases (be-
cause of demographic change), but resources are lim-
ited. In addition, complexity of processes increases: 
From diagnosis to therapy – Interventions are complex 
hybrid processes including e-health, decentralised ser-
vices and personalised medicine.  

Measurement of efficiency and effectiveness be-
comes more and more complex but is an urgent need. 
Development of new methods, models and technologies 
is needed to support analysing, planning and control-
ling. Quantity and quality of available data strongly 
increases and therefore facilitates the description and 
analysis of all areas in complex systems like health care. 
Based on data for healthy expenditures the evaluation 
for health care systems has a market of 75 to 120 Billion 
Euro only in the European Union. 

To provide state of the art analysis for Health Tech-
nology Assessment (HTA), Comparative Effectiveness 
Research (CER) and Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) 
processes combining health system domain knowledge, 
knowledge of professional data processes and – finally – 
mathematical modelling & simulation will be vital to 
transform Big Data into Deep Data: Evidence based and 
reproducible knowledge (See [1,2]). 
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Bringing together these technologies is an enormous 

challenge. Data Based Demographic models must be 
combined with models for the spread of diseases. Time 
dependent treatment paths must be parametrized with 
data sets from clinical routine joined with large scale 
health system data. For system simulation an important 
aspect is the possibility to implement changes inside the 
system, like interventions within the computer model, 
and to analyse their effects.  

On basis of experiences of the Austrian DEXHELPP 
COMET project for Decision Support in Health Policy 
and Planning, where an innovative research infrastruc-
ture was developed to enable researchers and other 
stakeholders to share data and methods for research and 
decision making, some important points to handle these 
complex processes in future will be described. 

2  Big Data and Complexity 
Next generation tools are needed to make development, 
construction monitoring, and analysis of such systems 
easier, faster, more reliable and – one of the most im-
portant things – comprehensible for decision makers 
and other stakeholders. To achieve these goals, methods 
in the following areas must be developed: 
• Data: Integration, storage, management and analysis 

of very large amounts of data, unstructured data, se-
cure and reproducible data management from sen-
sors, IoT and various data sources like dynamic data-
bases or non-structured information sources, collect-
ing data, interfaces and analysis methods from statis-
tics, machine learning, and visual analysis. 

• Models: Formal, scalable modelling of various sys-
tems, heterogeneous modelling of subsystems and the 
integration of these subsystems, development of 
modelling methods for computational complex sys-
tems, multi method modelling, including coupling 
and comparison based on data, system knowledge 
and applications demands.  

• Computation: Combining data and models to simu-
lation tools for complex systems, developing innova-
tive methods in numerical mathematics, co-
simulation, hybrid simulation and reproducible simu-
lation. 

• Interfaces: Interfaces and visualization of simulation 
results, decision support systems and future devel-
opment of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). 

3 Data Infrastructures 
Data required in scientific investigations in the health 
domain is in many cases difficult to share, as it contains 
personalized information, e.g. on patients and service 
providers in the health sector. However, detailed and 
high-grade data is required to compute high-quality 
mathematical and statistical models and visualizations 
of interesting facts.  

To facilitate sharing of data, infrastructure, software 
tools and well-defined processes must be developed to 
enable researchers and customers to share their data in a 
secure and transparent way. DEXHELPP developed a 
prototype for support of Austrian health system re-
search, sharing information between research communi-
ty and the health system stakeholders. 

3.1 Infrastructure for research 
Computational sciences such as e-Health depend heavi-
ly on the detail and quality of the data that is utilised to 
develop mathematical and statistical models. However, 
especially with data in the health sector that often com-
prises sensitive data on people, protection of the privacy 
of these individuals is often impeding easy exchange of 
data between data holders and consumers. 

DEXHELPP tackles this problem by having created 
a secure and controlled environment (see below Fig-
ure 1) where data holders can deposit their data, and 
data consumers can perform their analysis and experi-
ments within that environment, without the need to 
transfer the data outside of the system. 

Figure 1: Overview of the architecture of the DEXHELPP Re-
search Server infrastructure. 

Data providers can specify fine-grained access rights to 
individuals or groups of researchers, to complete data 
sets or just specific subsets thereof, e.g. limiting the num-
ber of records, or excluding specific details of records. 
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The access of data consumers to these sources is ac-

curately recorded, which allows for auditing and inspec-
tion of the intended usage of the data. 

One important aspect of the system is the trade-off 
between the controlled environment, and the choice and 
offer of modelling and programming tools available to 
the researchers. We tackle this by providing the re-
searchers a wealth of commonly used tools, the re-
quirements for which were elicited by observing current 
practices. Further, the server environment offers a fast 
computing environment, with special hardware such as 
GPU computing available on demand. 

3.2 Active and passive security measures 
Active security measures aim at preventing access to 
data and other resources by unauthorised parties. In the 
DEXHELPP infrastructure, these include: 
• Basic security provided by the Vienna University of 

Technology network 
• A central authentication and authorisation schema, 

based on a directory service. 
• A dedicated Virtual Private Network (VPN), which 

provides full encryption of all network transfer be-
tween the users and the infrastructure. The access to 
the VPN is protected with a two-factor authentication. 

• Provisioning of access to data and resource only in 
the granularity required for the specific research 
question. 

Passive security measures enable detection of inappro-
priate access and usage of DEXHELPP resources. They 
include 
• A centralised and replicated logging of access to all 

resources, including services and data used by DEX-
HELPP partners and DEXHELPP customers. 

• Embedding watermarks and personalised fingerprints 
into the data allows detecting data leakages, and to 
attribute the leakage to a specific user account  
(Figure2). 

3.3 Impact and effects 
With the DEXHELPP research services infrastructure, 
both data providers and data consumers profit from the 
facilitation in the exchange of and access to data, which 
dramatically speeds up the bootstrap process of a new 
research investigation. Due to the integrated data shar-
ing and analysis infrastructure, data providers have the 
assurance that access to the data is accurately recorded 
and can be tracked and inspected also retroactively.  

Figure 2: Active and passive security measures, like finger-
printing of data sets, are combined to unite privacy 
issues with possibilities for research and policy. 

The usage of the secure research server infrastructure 
increases the trust among the project partners and in-
creases the readiness for sharing data [3]. 

Data consumers benefit from an easier access to the 
data, the powerful computing environment, and, with 
security measures provided centrally as a service, can 
focus on their skills and actual tasks at hand, instead of 
spending time on data privacy and security concerns. 
The central provisioning of data and services also facili-
ties the usage of tools that enhance the reproducibility 
of research investigations. 

The research server is also a suitable environment 
for a third party to merge and link data sets from differ-
ent sources, which otherwise would not be released, for 
example combination of data on social insurance with 
data on the labour market. 

4 Population Models 
Simulation models for aspects of the health system often 
require an underlying population model, which require 
substantial resources in the modelling process. In 
DEXHELPP a ‘Generic Population Concept’ (GEPOC) 
was developed to collect population data and implement 
population models to have them readily available.  

Models are designed to be extended for healthcare 
aspects to make future projects faster and more effi-
cient. Above that, this allows reproducible use of data 
and standardized transferability to other countries. As 
proof-of-concept, GEPOC was applied on various ap-
plications, like a vaccination model. 

4.1 Motivation 
Simulation models are a common way to perform analy-
sis and planning in the healthcare system.  
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Often, data does not directly provide answers and 

statistical analyses are insufficient. In the past DEX-
HELPP partners conducted several projects in Austria 
that included modelling and simulation. Agent-based 
models were developed to simulate the outcome of vac-
cinations for streptococcus pneumoniae and influenza.  

Another model analysed cost effectiveness of 
screening for Abdominal Aortic Aneurysms. In another 
project, an agent-based model was developed to com-
pare the costs of healthcare in different reimbursement 
systems. These models addressed completely different 
issues and answered completely different questions. 
However, each model needed a valid representation of 
Austria’s population, and structures to simulate changes 
like births or deaths. Each project spent substantial 
resources to do the same thing again and again. 

Therefore, the GEneric POpulation Concept – 
GEPOC – should provide appropriate structures and 
model parts about the Austrian population. This should 
substantially decrease the effort of population model-
ling, and further the total effort of modelling projects in 
the future. 

4.2 Outline 
GEPOC generally consists of three parts: A handbook, 
model implementations, and data. The handbook con-
tains a literature review on other population models, 
lessons learned from past projects, and comprehensive 
documentation of collected data and implemented models. 

Model structures were implemented as agent-based 
models in Java and Python, and as a System Dynamics 
(SD) model in Anylogic. These combinations of imple-
mentations serve a wide range of projects conducted by 
DEXHELPP partners and customers. All models can 
simulate a population of humans with age and sex, in-
cluding births, deaths, immigration, and emigration over 
a period of several years. 

Figure 3: The resulting population of the AB model (with 365 
and 30 days time steps) and the SD model com-
pared to Statistics Austria’s data. 

Figure 4: Models based on GEPOC can re-use population da-
ta to enrich these data sets with additional data. 

The data about Austria’s population, including births, 
deaths, immigration, and emigration, was collected from 
Statistics Austria. The data composes of data until 2014 
and predictions until 2050. The total population’s pre-
diction is a result of Statistics Austria’s own population 
model. The handbook describes the sources of this data, 
the pre-processing and storage format, and the mathe-
matical calculations for model parameters. 

4.3 Validation 
Both the AB and the SD model were simulated for Aus-
tria’s population from 2003 until 2050, using the initial 
population in 2003 and births, deaths, immigration, and 
emigration data for 2003-2050.  
For validation, the resulting model population was com-
pared to the total population data. Figure 3 shows that 
this works well. The SD model exactly resembles Statis-
tics Austria’s population prediction. The AB model 
contains small differences, which are acceptable and 
trace back to complex parameter calculation. Further 
research addresses this issue to minimize the differ-
ences.

4.4 Impact 
The population models can reproduce Statistics Aus-
tria’s data. Thus, they can be considered valid and serve 
as a basis for further modelling. This is the function that 
the pure population data cannot provide. The models are 
designed in such a way that they can easily be extended 
for diseases, treatments, and other healthcare interven-
tions (Figure 4).  

The population model, which serves as a necessary 
core of the model, can perform a standalone simulation 
of the population. Additional models were implemented 
[4, 5], e.g. an agent-based Python model to simulate 
vaccination rates in Austria for the Austrian Ministry of 
Health.  
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Information was available about yearly vaccination 

numbers in Austria, disease outbreaks, as well as vac-
cination state of immigrants and refugees. As a result, 
the model shows vaccination and immunity states of 
Austria’s population for each birth cohort. This analysis 
allows performing specific measures for children vac-
cinations and catch-up vaccinations to reach the health 
goals concerning the disease. 

GEPOC provides population data readily available 
and allows using it in a well-defined reproducible way. 
The implemented models are designed to be used for 
healthcare issues and significantly reduce resources, 
time and cost of modelling projects. Data and models 
can easily be updated whenever new data is published. 
Data handling and models can even be transferred to 
simulate other countries without any major changes. 
Using the DEXHELPP Research Server and GEPOC 
provides so the possibility to implement fast and repro-
ducible health system models. 

5 Atlas of Epidemiology 
In healthcare it is crucial to have a fundamental 
knowledge of the burden of diseases within the popula-
tion. Therefore, one aim is to develop various Atlases, 
like an Atlas of Epidemiology to gain better insight on 
the epidemiological situation. Based on primary and 
secondary health care data, the goal was to present re-
sults in interactive charts and maps, comprehensible to 
experts and the public. The atlas builds a framework for 
rapid deployment of new data and results in a reproduc-
ible and efficient way. As first use case three methods 
based on two different databases for the estimation of 
diabetes prevalence in Austria were compared. 

5.1 Different sources – different results: 
methods applicable for the public 

Evaluating the burden of disease by estimating the prev-
alence or incidence of a disease within a population is 
usually conducted based on a specific data source. Often 
different data sources exist and lead to different – some-
times horrendous different – results, which makes deci-
sion making and further analyses difficult. Communica-
tion the different results to the public and explaining 
these differences seem to be challenging. Therefore, the 
partners of DEXHELPP developed concepts and a first 
use case of the Atlas of Epidemiology, a web-based 
tool, capable of tackling this challenge. 

The tool developed here is generic and can be 
adapted to other questions of epidemiology of interest. 
The first use case compares three methods of estimating 
the prevalence of diabetes based on two different data 
sources. The success of this use case and the positive 
response by social security institutions and individuals, 
encouraged us to plan and (currently) develop a second 
use case:  the prevalence of different diseases according 
to the ICD10 chapters based on the ATC-ICD project, 
where diagnoses are assigned to patients based on hos-
pitalizations, sick leaves and prescription data.  

The methods used for communicating the different 
results of the burden of disease to the public include 
interactive bar charts and heat maps of Austria for pa-
tients divided by region, gender and age together with 
descriptions of results. The user is encouraged to exper-
iment with the different results.  

5.2 Successful implementation: use case Diabetes  
The first use case for estimating prevalence of diabetes 
was successfully implemented based on two different 
data sources:  

I. reimbursement data 2006/2007 (GAP-DRG);  
II. national routine health surveys (ATHIS) for 

2006/2007;  
with three different methods (see Figure 5):  
1. ATC-ICD statistically relates pseudonymized data on 

medications to data on diagnoses from hospitaliza-
tions and sick leaves.  

2. Experts: medical experts assign specific medications 
to diabetes diagnoses. Patients with these medica-
tions are identified together with hospitalized diabe-
tes diagnosed patients in GAP-DRG.  

3. ATHIS a sample of 15.000 persons was questioned if 
they a) ever had diabetes and b) were treated against 
diabetes in the last 12 months. Results are projected 
onto the Austrian population.  

4.

Figure 5: Different Methods and Different Data Sources for 
the Use Case of Diabetes Prevalence. 
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Patients are divided by 10-year age-classes, gender and 
region. For the publicly online framework (http://www. 
dexhelpp.at/de/epidemiologie-atlas/), implemented in 
html and javascript, pre-processed data in different 
granularity is required and used. 

5.3 Impact and effects 
The atlas was publicly presented online to decision 
makers, health care providers and social security sys-
tems [6]. The feedback was very positive to our novel 
approach and has been incorporated. Maps of Austria 
represent the prevalence of diabetes for each method 
and granularity level. The difference of the methods can 
be seen by clicking on the next map. For different age-
classes (resp. different gender) the three methods can be 
compared directly within a bar chart. The technology 
for a rapid deployment of new data is now developed 
which has a major impact on estimating the burden of 
disease, since it is now possible in a fast an efficient 
way which allows focusing more on the intervention 
than the representation of epidemiology. 

Figure 6: Interactive Comparison methods for Use Case of 
Estimating Diabetes Prevalence based on different 
data sources. 

Besides depicting disease prevalence, the Atlas of Epi-
demiology also allows to quickly visualize health care 
service data and results of simula-tion models, which is 
important for decision makers and the communication 
to the public. Results of the ATC-ICD project on the 
prevalence of different diseases based on ICD9 diagno-
ses and medication data were also integrated in an ag-
gregated form.  

6 Big Data and System Modelling 
Three examples for Data Processes, Modelling & Com-
putation and possible Interfaces were described above. 

These are only examples for methods already im-
plemented in DEXHELPP and many other activities in 
Europe and around the world. The near future will bring 
integrated solutions with Deep Learning, Network 
Models and many more. E.g. based on modules like 
GEPOC and the DEXHELPP Research Server, virtual 
clinical trials can be implemented soon.  
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Abstract. This article is about possible intersections
between modelling and simulation and machine learn-
ing. It introduces some basic ideas of machine learning
and shows how the can be applied onto traditional mod-
elling and simulation processes in such a way that both
approaches benefit asmuch as possible from each other.
New developments and advancements in various areas
allow for new techniques which may help in understand-
ing complex dynamic systems.

Introduction

Before we talk about what we believe are the most in-

teresting applications of machine learning methods in

modelling and simulation nowadays, we shortly intro-

duce some basic definitions. Then we give an overview

about how machine learning methods can help to op-

timize or approximate models as well as how machine

learning can be used within a model to improve it, e.g.

by making agents in an agent-based model more intel-

ligent.

1 Fields of Interest

1.1 Machine Learning and Data Science

Tom M. Mitchell provided a widely quoted, formal def-

inition of the algorithms studied in the machine learn-

ing field: "A computer program is said to learn from
experience E with respect to some class of tasks T and
performance measure P if its performance at tasks in T,
as measured by P, improves with experience E." [1]

Machine learning and statistics are closely related

fields. According to Michael I. Jordan, the ideas of ma-

chine learning, from methodological principles to theo-

retical tools, have had a long prehistory in statistics. He

also suggested the term data science as a placeholder to

call the overall field.

Typical machine learning tasks include:

1. Mostly supervised learning tasks:

• Classification: building models to predict

class labels for new observations

• Regression: building predictive models for

continuous observations

2. Mostly unsupervised learning tasks:

• Clustering: segmenting data into natural sub-

groups

• Dimensionality reduction: mapping high-

dimensional data into a lower-dimensional

space, e.g. word embeddings.

Commonly used machine learning algorithms are

listed below:

• Nearest neighbors

• Decision trees

• Artificial neural networks

• Support vector machines

• Bayesian networks

• Hierarchical clustering

• Genetic algorithms
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Agent

Environment

Reward Action

Figure 1: Reinforcement Learning Loop

1.2 Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning is a part of machine learning

that focuses on learning optimal control in a partially

observable markov decision process. This means teach-

ing a software agent an optimal decision policy using

rewards and penalties as signals. Richard S. Sutton [8]

classifies it as neither supervised nor unsupervised but

as an own branch of machine learning. The main dif-

ficulty is to balance the need for exploration and ex-

ploitation. Exploration focuses on finding new ways to

gain rewards, while exploitation is necessary to utilize

known ways to gain rewards. A reinforcement learning

problem generally consists of the following parts:

• policy

• reward signal

• value function

• model (optional)

The policy defines the action an agent takes in a given

state. This is what an agent learns in a classical rein-

forcement learning problem. The reward signal gives

feedback to the agent after each time step. It rewards

or punishes the action taken by the agent according to

its policy. The agent’s goal is to maximize the rewards.

The value function may be described as the long-term

goal of the agent. It is the expected reward an agent may

achieve in the future. This is in contrast to the reward

signal, which only gives the immediate motivation for

an action. As a fourth element we can add the model,

which is used for planning. It describes the environ-

ment and the change of state. This is entirely optional,

but allows the use a different set of algorithms.

1.3 Deep Learning

Deep learning is an established approach to learn data

representations with the help of deep neural networks.

In contrast to "shallow" neural networks deep ones con-

sist of many layers between the input and the output lay-

ers, called hidden layers. Deep learning is dealing with

learning multiple levels of representation and abstrac-

tion that can be discovered in structured data as well

as in unstructured data [10]. Advancements in hard-

ware and learning algorithms have made it feasible to

employ deep learning architectures in a multitude of

machine learning tasks, for example computer vision,

speech recognition, natural language processing, audio

recognition, social network filtering, machine transla-

tion or other classification tasks. Modern architectures

achieve a superhuman performance in many of those.

1.4 Deep Reinforcement Learning

The idea of using deep neural networks with reinforce-

ment learning is not new, but advancements in com-

puting power allow a more liberal use of these tech-

niques. We may employ deep neural networks to ap-

proximate each part of a reinforcement learning Prob-

lem (policy, reward function, value function) as needed.

With naive approaches this is highly unstable but recent

approaches (e.g. [9], [4]) have made many improve-

ments and achieved a more stable learning without ex-

ploding or vanishing gradients. Systems using deep re-

inforcement learning show promising ability to gener-

alize learned behavior and once trained can be used in

similar models and achieve good results.

2 Macroscopic Usage of
Machine Learning: Simulation
Optimization

The term simulation optimization refers to the search

for specific hyperparameter settings to a stochastic sim-

ulation such that a target objective, which is a func-
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tion of the simulation output, is minimized without loss

of generality [11]. As complex models that are build

nowadays might include an extremely large number

of possible hyperparameter settings, machine learning

methods can be very useful to find an adequately good

hyperparameter setting for the model of interest.

3 Usage of Machine Learning
within a Model

3.1 Agent-Based Models

Agents are defined as autonomous entities that interact

with themselves and the environment. This interaction

may be defined through simple rules and may lead to

interesting emergent behavior. The rules often have a

physical, biological or sociological background.

A well-known example model are the Lotka-

Volterra equations. They describe the population of

interacting species in a dynamic system. Let x be the

number of prey and y the number of predators, then we

may describe the change of population as follows:

dx
dt

= αx−βxy (1)

dy
dt

= δxy− γy (2)

α , δ are reproduction parameters of the prey and preda-

tors, while β is the contact rate (can be interpreted as

prey consumption rate) and γ is the loss of population

of the predator species.

If we want to describe this as an agent-based model,

we first define two different classes of agents with dif-

fering behavior. While both agents move around ran-

domly, the predator agent eats a prey if it comes within

a certain radius β̂ and the predator dies with a certain

probability γ̂ . Within fluctuations due to stochastic ef-

fects, this model behaves almost equally to the classical

model.

From this point of view it is easy to track and ana-

lyze the behavior of a single agent. It is also easy to add

certain constraints to the environment where the agents

live and so generate new insights.

3.2 Prediction

Many models include some predictive element and may

benefit from machine learning for doing so. If we con-

sider the model of an icehockey game, the agent im-

proves his performance if he skates where the puck is

going to be, because he is able to accurately predict the

trajectory of the puck, based on data from real pucks.

3.3 Reinforcement Learning

As reinforcement learning deals with agents learning

a certain behavior, it fits naturally in improving agent-

based models [7].

Behavioral Approximation. Many behavioral

rules are based on data, collected in real world envi-

ronments. These rules can be very complex and often

cannot be sufficiently simplified to be summarized in a

rule system. Deep reinforcement learning can be used

to approximate the behavior of the agents from data

without any prior knowledge [2] [3].

Behavioral Optimization. Another aspect of em-

ploying deep reinforcement learning to agent based

modeling is training the agents to utilize an optimal be-

havior. If we consider the predator-prey model, a single

prey agent may survive longer if it evades the predator.

If we let a prey learn, such a behavior this can lead to

swarm or herd building as emergent behavior [6] [5].

4 Model Approximation

Machine learning can also be very helpful to modelers

for approximating already existing models. The uni-

versal approximation theorem [12] states that a feed-

forward neural network with a single hidden layer con-

taining a finite number of neurons can approximate any

continuous function with arbitrary accuracy on compact

subsets of Rn under very mild assumptions on the acti-

vation functions used. One of the first versions of the

theorem was proven by George Cybenko for the case

of sigmoid activation function [13]. In an extension by

Kurt Hornik this was shown for a larger set of activation

functions [14].

Universal Approximation Theorem. Let φ be

a nonconstant, bounden and monotonically increasing

continuous function, Im the m-dimensional unit hyper-

cube and C(Im) the space of continuous functions on

Im. For any ε > 0 and any function f ∈C(Im) there are

an integer N, real constants vi,bi ∈ R and real vectors
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wi ∈ R
n with i = 1, . . . ,N such that:∣∣∣∣∣

N

∑
i=1

viφ
(
wT

i x+bi
)− f (x)

∣∣∣∣∣ (3)

This still holds when replacing Im with any compact

subset of Rm.

How this approach can be implemented to enlarge

an already existing model is shown by the following ex-

ample.

4.1 City Quarters with Optimised Solar
Hybrid Heating and Cooling Systems

In order to be able to share potential energy surpluses

between buildings, a good starting point for a city quar-

ter model like in this project (FFG number 845168) was

to build physical models for certain building types with

specified configurations (e.g. regarding size, the do-

mestic heat water demand, a potential photovoltaic unit,

a potential cooling system). Simulation runs for one

building are computationally feasible, but the compu-

tation times for combining a lot of buildings to a city

quarter model or maybe even a model of a whole large

city really skyrocket. Thus the approach was to approx-

imate the physical building models with computation-

ally cheaper data models based on machine learning al-

gorithms like extremely randomized trees [15], a spe-

cial kind of random forests.

Machine learning based model approximation al-

lowed to transfer the original model to larger scales.
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Abstract.  Nowadays, practical dynamic systems have be-
come more and more complex. The concept of Complex Dyna-
mic Systems (CDS) arises in many scientific fields, technolog-
ical areas and everyday’s problems. The fundamental basics 
of complex dynamic systems are briefly presented and dis-
cussed. Modelling and simulating complex dynamic systems 
is a very difficult and challenging task. Different modelling 
approaches basically focus on the interaction between (mi-
croscopic) subsystems and the emergence of new qualities at 
the (macroscopic) system level. However these models are 
not sufficient to describe the dynamic behavior of today’s 
systems. Similarly despite the numerous Simulation methods 
and large number of simulation software tools many of to-
day’s challenging problems cannot be studied  appropriately 
and provide satisfactory answers. It seems that the uncer-
tainty and fuzziness been inevitably present on these systems 
make the problems more difficult. The new models of Fuzzy 
Cognitive Maps are proposed as a new modelling approach 
for CDS. The need for new advanced models and new simu-
lation methods is apparent taking into consideration the 
presence of human nature in all system processes, as well as 
the fuzzy and uncertaint environment. Some conclusions and 
future research directions are provided.  

Introduction 
In this overview paper the modeling and in parallel sim-
ulation methods been used in analyzing and studying to-
day’s Complex Dynamic Systems (CDS) is carefully, crit-
ically and wisely reviewed. The science of complex dy-
namical systems is a multidisciplinary field aiming at 
understanding the complex real world and its dynamic 
behavior that surrounds us.  

 

Examples of these systems are: energy networks in 
distributed power systems with different renewable en-
ergy sources, neural networks in the brain that produce 
intelligence and consciousness, artificial intelligence 
systems, environmental systems, swarm of software 
agent, traffic patterns, biological systems, social and eco-
nomic systems and many other scientific areas can be 
considered to fall into the realm of complex dynamical 
systems.  

The title of the paper is very broad and overambitious 
to cover all issues of modelling and simulation methods 
for understanding the behavior of CDS. It is impossible 
to cover extensively and in a total exhaustive way the title 
of this paper. In order to accomplish this objective, we 
need an encyclopedia with many volumes. 

The paper is rather provocative and by raising many 
challenging questions can be a sparkling fire that will 
drive the reader to unexpected avenues. Thus there are 
not given many details on most crucial and important is-
sues. I leave the reader to search for the answers to the 
very important, critical, serious and challenging prob-
lems that the whole world is facing. There is an enormous 
literature with books, papers and many other sources that 
the reader should consult to find answers to the questions 
been raised in this paper.  

Another very valuable and useful source for seeking 
answers is the International Journal SNE (Simulation 
Notes Europe). This SNE journal under the strong and 
enthusiastic editorial leadership of Felix Breitenecker 
and of the SNE Editorial Board, is an excellent source for 
following all the recent Research and Academic develop-
ments in the broad scientific area of Simulations. So once 
again I encourage the reader of this paper to focus on the 
questions been raised here and search for the new and in-
novative solutions that our academic and scientific com-
munities so much are in need. 

SNE 27(4), 2017, 213 - 223, DOI: 10.11128/sne.27.on.10398 
Received: December 15, 2017; Revised: December 18, 2017;  
Accepted: December 22, 2017 
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1 Challenging Issues in Modelling 

and Simulating Complex 
Dynamic Systems 

Modelling of a system is a fundamental work which is 
always the starting point for the understanding, design-
ing, control, optimisation, and implementation of any 
physical and/or human made system. This is also the case 
for Complex Dynamic Systems (CDS). However, the last 
30-40 years, Complex Dynamic Systems present many 
problems in mathematical modelling, control implemen-
tation, simulation methods and philosophical founda-
tions. But why? What are the reasons? Do we need to be 
wiser? Certainly YES. 

Complex Dynamic Systems (CDS) comprise of col-
lections of many heterogeneous entities, which interact 
with other entities and their environment, which usually 
are having a lot of uncertainties, fuzziness, ambiguities 
and structural complexities.  Interactions among subsys-
tems are localized, often seeking autonomy and self-or-
ganizing, while  most of the times are nonlinear, dy-
namic, fuzzy and possibly chaotic. The study of CDS rep-
resents a new approach to science that investigates how 
relationships between parts give rise to the collective be-
haviors of a system and how the system interacts and 
forms relationships with its environment. CDS have 
some specific characteristics, among which are: unique-
ness, weak structuredness of knowledge about the sys-
tem, incompleteness of its dynamic behavior, antagonism 
among different agents, the composite nature of system 
and heterogeneity of elements composing the complex 
system.  Furthermore decisions must be made ensuring 
the smooth, reliable, stable and cost effective operation 
of each of the subsystem as well the whole CDS. There 
are many books on this modelling issue of Complex Dy-
namic Systems (CDS) [1]-[8]. 

Another important feature of CDS is that a network 
structure, including hierarchical one, self-organization 
can amount to:  

(1) disconnecting certain constituent nodes from 
            the system,  

(2) connecting previously disconnected nodes to  
          the same or to other nodes,  

(3) acquiring new nodes,  
(4) discarding existing nodes,  
(5) acquiring new links,  
(6) discarding existing links,  
(7) removing or modifying existing links. 

In addition today’s society’s challenging problems 
demand CDS to have a number of Properties-Abilities  
(P-A) such as: co-evolution, anticipation, adaptation, co-
operation such as swarming, intelligence, consciousness, 
genetic regulation – homeostasis, development, disease, 
cascading failures in electrical grid, invasiveness in 
plants, hurricanes and self-repairing materials, cognition, 
emergence, self-evaluation and organization, robustness 
and wisdom.  

All these collective dynamics of a CDS give rise to 
‘Emergent Evolution Properties-Abilities’ (E.E.P-A) 
at higher scales in space and/or time. Under such con-
ditions, the key problem of Complex Dynamic Systems 
and control theory consists in the development of meth-
ods of qualitative analysis of the dynamics and behavior 
of such systems and in the construction of efficient con-
trol algorithms for their efficient operation. In a general 
case, the purpose of control is to bring the system to a 
point of its phase space which corresponds to maximal or 
minimal value of the chosen efficiency criterion.  

Another one of the main and actual problems in the 
theory of complex dynamical systems (CDS) and control 
sciences is a solution of ‘ill-posed, weakly- and poorly-
structured and weakly- formalizable complex problems’ 
associated with complex technical, organizational, so-
cial, economic, cognitive and many other objects, and 
with the perspectives of their evolution. One more critical 
aspect that must be seriously taken into consideration is 
that the human presence in all CDS is inevitable. This 
problem is very critical in studying CDS because we are 
actually dealing with Dynamic Systems and want to un-
derstand their long-term qualitative behavior. However 
the focus is not on finding precise solutions to the equa-
tions, which most of the times are not well mathemati-
cally defining the complex dynamic system. Such a 
search is often hopeless.  

The solutions been sought would rather answer ques-
tions like  
• ‘Will the CDS settle down to a steady state in the long 

term, and if so, what are the possible steady states?’  
• ‘Are the steady states, precise or are fuzzy and ambig-

uous?’, or  
• ‘Does the long-term behavior of the system depend on 

its initial condition?’ or  
• ‘How important is to depend on the knowledge of ex-

perts and if so, how many experts should be con-
sulted?’ or  

• ‘Does the past history of the behavior of the CDS in-
fluences its long-term behavior’  or  
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• ’What is more important: correlation or causality be-

tween the states?’ or  
• ‘How sufficient are the mathematical models to pre-

dict the long term-behavior of the CDS?’ or  
• ‘If not what other alternatives do we have?’.  

A more fundamental question:  
• ‘Is there a difference between systems and mathemat-

ical models?’. 

A system can be described in terms of its components and 
their interactions. A system is a group of related parts that 
make up a whole and can carry out functions its individ-
ual parts cannot. On the other hand, models are be used 
to represent systems and their interactions – such as in-
puts, processes and outputs – and energy and matter 
flows within systems. Systems may interact with other 
systems; they may have sub-systems and be a part of 
larger complex systems. On the other hand, models are 
limited in that they only represent certain aspects of the 
system under study. Thus, the crucial point in analyzing 
and studying the dynamic behavior of complex systems 
is to clearly understand this fundamental difference, and 
analyze and study the different modelling approaches for 
CDS. 

2 An Overview of Mathematical 
Approaches for Modelling CDS 

The issue of mathematical modelling of CDS is not an 
easy task. In addition, many times the difference between 
the system and its mathematical representation of a pro-
cess or operation of a complex system is not clear. This 
is very critical. Systems and System Models are useful in 
science and engineering because the world is complex, so 
it is helpful to isolate a single system and construct a sim-
plified model of it. In order to do this, scientists and en-
gineers imagine an artificial boundary between the sys-
tem in question and everything else. They then examine 
the system in detail and using a variety of modelling 
methods a mathematical model is generated.  

It is different to model a physical or human made sys-
tem with Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE) than to 
represent its operation through for example with a Taylor 
series approximation model. Some would argue that most 
models are often an approximation of the physical prop-
erties and dynamic characteristics of a system. This is 
partially true however, the validity of the classification is 
limited to the accuracy with which the particular model 

is described and moreover the way is “behaving” in the 
real world. In general systems are classified according to 
the mathematical representation (equations or not) used 
to describe them and how they are prepared. It is not the 
objective of this paper to discuss extensively all types of 
classifications with all their ramifications.  

Rather we will single out that type of systems, which 
are within the scope of the title especially with respect to 
simulation modelling and analysis. Furthermore the clas-
sical classification just 60-70 years ago, started with con-
tinuous vs. discrete systems. This to me is a very im-
portant issue. I argue that the classification of systems is 
different than the mathematical model representation of 
the corresponding system. I believe it was wrong to start 
this way the classification. I believe that the first classifi-
cation is deterministic vs. stochastic models. In determin-
istic models, the output of the model is fully determined 
by the parameter values and the initial conditions.  Sto-
chastic models possess some inherent randomness. The 
same set of parameter values and initial conditions will 
lead to an ensemble of different outputs. The next classi-
fication is linear vs. nonlinear systems. The next classifi-
cation static vs. dynamic systems. Then continuous vs. 
discrete systems and then, time varying vs. time invari-
ant. 

The important remark here is that for each system 
classification there should be a similar modelling classi-
fication. However this is not always the case and easy to 
be done. For example a system is non linear however the 
mathematical model could be a linear approximation. 
This further complicates the appropriate simulation 
model and software tool that should be used to simulate 
the dynamic behavior of the system.  

3 Basics of Simulation Modelling 
and Analysis 

Simulation is much more meaningful when we under-
stand what it is actually doing. Understanding how sim-
ulation works helps us to know whether we are applying 
it correctly and what the output results mean. But what is 
simulation? And what is its relation to modelling? Simple 
and easy questions but difficult to comprehend the an-
swers to them and more important to understand how to 
use both (modelling and simulation) to analyze and un-
derstand the behavior of Complex Dynamic Systems 
(CDS). Many books have been written that give thorough 
and detailed discussions of the science of simulation [9]-
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[14]. Let enlighten ourselves with a few definitions and 
methods for Simulations. To simulate is to try to dupli-
cate the characteristics of a real system and to approxi-
mate its dynamic behavior Simulation is one of the most 
widely used decision modeling techniques. Before the 
coming of the digital age, only analog computers existed 
and analog simulations were developed and used. In 
other words, till digital simulations came to the academic 
and scientific communities after the 1950ies.  

In order to understand the significant difference and 
the tremendous push that the digital computer provided 
to the simulations a few examples of analog computers 
and their applications should be mentioned. The technol-
ogy of the ubiquitous operational amplifier – now an in-
dispensable component of every control system – was 
originally invented and perfected for analog computing. 
Columbia professor John Ragazzini invented the term 
“operational amplifier” and described the state-of-the-art 
electronic analog techniques in his landmark paper [15]. 

The simulation of guided missiles in the late 1950ies 
pushed the limits of both analog and digital computing. 
Digital computers were not yet fast enough to permit 
hardware-in-the-loop testing of the real-time control sys-
tems, but analog computers did not have the accuracy or 
dynamic range to simulate the long-range trajectories. 
Electronic analog-to-digital converters, another now-in-
dispensable technology, were first commercialized for 
the purpose of interfacing analog computers with digital 
machines. These hybrid computers bridged the gap, using 
analog techniques to simulate the vehicle with its control 
surfaces and using digital techniques to calculate naviga-
tional coordinates.  

As a tool, the early differential analyzer was more 
than a general-purpose, differential-equation solver. It 
was an educational tool and a research touchstone. The 
history of control is entwined with the history of analog 
computing. Many of the tools, technologies, and theories 
of control were enabled by, or are directly descended 
from, mechanical and electronic analog computers. Ana-
log computers played a key role in enabling the simula-
tion of control systems for several decades, leading to a 
better understanding of theory and better designs in prac-
tice. 

Today Simulation imitates the operations of a system 
or process, usually via computers. We must emphasize: 
what’s being simulated is the system, figure 1. To study 
the system, often make assumptions/approximations, 
both logical and mathematical, about how it works.  

These assumptions form a model of the system. If 

model structure is simple enough, could use mathemati-
cal methods to get exact information on questions of in-
terest – analytical solution.  

But most complex systems require models that are 
also complex in order to be closer to the real system. 
Thus, it must be studied via simulation – evaluate model 
numerically and collect data to estimate model character-
istics and subsequently to understand the dynamic (or 
static) behavior of the system.  

4 Modelling and Simulation 
Methods for Complex Dynamic 
Systems 

As was explained above simulation models or methods 
can be developed to study the behavior of Complex sys-
tems. However the task is very complicated because all 
scientific areas have CDS. Even more difficult is the task, 
to approach each thematic area and perform the model-
ling and simulation task. 

 
Figure 1: A flow chart for addressing the steps of modeling 

and simulation of CDS. 

So for different complex scientific areas a good number 
of mathematical models and the corresponding software 
tools have been developed. Let us see some of them. 

ENGINEERING SYSTEMS: for these systems the fol-
lowing four (4) generic mathematical approaches for 
modelling any CDS are proposed:  

1) the Ordinary Differential Equations  
2) the impulse function response  
3) the transformation methods and  
4) the state space representation.  
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The main and very important point here is that all four 

generic approaches are modelling exactly the same phys-
ical or human made system. Knowing the one all the 
other three can be generated. This, four (4) generic math-
ematical approaches in modelling the same complex sys-
tem is presented for first time here. However, for the pur-
pose of this paper we will review in the more classical 
ways the modelling problem of CDS. 

The focus is on modeling techniques that can glue to-
gether subsystems from diverse physical domains. Thus 
it depends also on the sub-scientific area that we are try-
ing to solve a problem. For example, the concept of en-
ergy (or power), which is universally valid across many 
physical domains, is the right tool for combining electri-
cal, mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, thermal and ther-
modynamic systems. However, some of the developed 
methods using the concept of energy is at least partially 
useful in the domains where the concept of energy is not 
so useful such as socio-economic systems. In total three 
groups of modeling techniques, which are based on the 
concept of energy have been develope. [2], [4], [8].  

Analytical methods based on the Lagrangean and 
Hamiltonian functions well known from the studies in 
theoretical physics and/or mechanics, object-oriented 
modeling as an alternative to the more widespread block-
oriented modeling, and last but not least an intuitive 
graphical technique known as bond graph modeling. 
Whichever methodology is followed to create the mathe-
matical model, of the ways to analyze it is a numerical 
simulation, that is, numerical solution of the correspond-
ing differential or differential-algebraic equations. Then 
appropriate simulation tools will be developed on the ba-
sics of numerical techniques for differential and differen-
tial-algebraic equations with the objective to understand 
the basic issues such as approximation errors, numerical 
stability and suitability of the common methods for dif-
ferent classes of models.  

Thus the task of modelling and simulation methods 
for CDS is not a simple task. There have been developed 
many simulation models for engineering complex sys-
tems. We can have mentioned here the two most common 
simulation tools: MATLAB and Simulink. 

MATLAB is the high-level language and interactive 
environment used by millions of engineers and scientists 
worldwide. It lets you visualize ideas across disciplines 
including signal and image processing, communications, 
control systems, and computational finance. Simulink is 
a block diagram environment for multi-domain simula-

tion and Model-Based Design. It supports simulation, au-
tomatic code generation, and continuous test and verifi-
cation of embedded systems. Simulate dynamic systems 
leveraging graphical editors, customizable block librar-
ies, and solvers for modeling. An important remark is that 
when you use MATLAB and Simulink together, you 
combine textual and graphical programming to design a 
more powerful simulation software tool. The interesting 
reader can find many useful materials for both simulation 
software tools. 

BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS: Business and Eco-
nomic sectors there are many models and software tools. 
One of the most known simulation model is the Monte 
Carlo Simulation model.  For historical reasons it was de-
veloped during the Second World War. Before the Monte 
Carlo method was developed, simulations tested a previ-
ously understood deterministic problem and statistical 
sampling was used to estimate uncertainties in the simu-
lations. Monte Carlo simulations invert this approach, 
solving deterministic problems using a probabilistic ana-
log and solving the problem probabilistically. These sim-
ulations were used in investigating radiation shielding 
and the distance that neutrons would likely travel through 
various materials.  

They were a vital simulation in the Manhattan Pro-
ject, (of the atomic bomb), even though the computa-
tional tools were underdeveloped. During their work on 
the Manhattan Project John von Neumann and Stanislaw 
Ulam named the method after the Monte Carlo Casino in 
Monaco. Just for the Monte Carlo Simulation approach 
quite a few software tools have been developed: Gold-
Sim, TRIDYN, Fluka, Maestro, PSAT, C++ to mention 
a few and just for one simulation approach. Please also 
note that the software to be used depends on the applica-
tion working on. 

MEDICAL SYSTEMS: Simulation enables healthcare 
systems and processes to be tested in a safe, virtual envi-
ronment without risk to patients and staff – supporting 
organizations to make better decisions, improve sys-
tems of care and maximize resources.   There are sim-
ulation tools: SIMUL8. PSF, Apollo, CSSC (for clinical 
studies), UroSim, LapSim (Laparoscopy), FlexSim, Vis-
ualSim (for ophthalmology) and many others. 
IMPORTANT REMARK: it is impossible to cover ex-
tensively and in a total exhaustive way the title of this 
paper. In order to accomplish this objective, an encyclo-
pedia with many ‘scientists’ and many volumes is 
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needed. So once again I encourage the reader of this pa-
per to focus on the questions. The author trying the above 
analysis believes that he contributes a small piece of sci-
entific work, aiming in developing a new uniform theory 
of Intelligent and Cognitive Systems theory. Such a new 
theory is badly needed as will be explained below. 

5 Do We Need New Mathematical 
Modelling and Simulation Tools 
for CDS? 

In the previous sections we have seen that numerous 
mathematical modelling approaches and similarly a large 
number of simulation software tools for the Complex Dy-
namic Systems have been developed. However, we are 
facing every day numerous unsolved, critical and chal-
lenging problems. In Section 1, many questions where 
raised regarding the issues of modelling of CDS.  
ONE VARY BASIC QUESTION IS: ARE WE HAPPY 
WITH TODAYS’ MATHEMATICAL MODELLING 
AND SIMULATING APPROACHES? 

If yes then why we keep failing to solve the basic 
problems of our societies? The poor children of the third 
world countries do not have clean drinking water! Even 
worst: we are not capable to solve the many problems our 
world is facing but instead with our actions we generate 
even more problems, which further complicate the whole 
problem. Our ignorance and/or our denial to realize the 
threats that we ourselves create with our actions, to pre-
serve our environment. We are the ones that waste the 
energy sources foolishly and/or do not utilize better the 
renewable energy sources (RES). 

If we are not happy what are we doing to correct our 
past mistakes? Have we learned from history or do we 
insist to ignore it? 

More questions can be raised which are relevant to 
this paper. Do all today’s models and associated solutions 
provide satisfactory and working conditions to the every-
day behavior of Complex Dynamic Systems?  

Indeed, there is a good and large number of situations 
or problems where today’s models and solutions fail to 
give satisfactory answers. Making decisions in the area 
of Complex Dynamic Systems often strains our cognitive 
capabilities. Uncertainty and related concepts such as 
risk, fuzziness and ambiguity are prominent in the re-
search and accompanied literature on Decision-Making. 

 
 

• What are the best models?  
• Do all models have detailed software tools that can ad-

equately simulate their behavior?  
• What is intelligence?  
• What is wisdom?  
• Is Intelligent Control related to Cognitive Control?  
• Do all today’s models and associated solutions provide 

satisfactory and working conditions to the everyday 
behavior of Complex Dynamic Systems?  

Indeed, there is a good and large number of situations or 
problems where today’s models and solutions fail to give 
satisfactory answers. Where have we failed? I believe 
that our weakness lies in:  
• a) Our inability to comprehend and understand well 

and precisely the actual dynamic and chaotic behavior 
of CDS in the presence of uncertainty, fuzziness and 
structural complexity and  

• b) due to uncertainty, fuzziness and  structural com-
plexity we have  different interpretations and mathe-
matical explanations by different people for the same 
real physical system.  

Are we happy? Certainly not. Omnipresent in realistic 
settings, uncertainty and fuzziness constitutes a major ob-
stacle to modeling and effectively analyzing Complex 
Dynamic Systems. How do we utilize knowledge and 
learning? Do we need new advance, innovative ap-
proaches? There appears to be a lack of new ideas in 
driver behavior modeling. Although behavioral research 
is under some pressure, it seems too facile to attribute this 
deplorable state of affairs only to a lack of research funds. 

In my opinion the causal chain may well run in the 
opposite direction. An analysis of what is wrong has led 
me to the conclusion that human factors research in the 
area of driver behavior has hardly been touched by the 
‘cognitive revolution’ that swept psychology in the past 
fifteen years. A more cognitive approach might seem ad-
visable and the ‘promise of progress’ of such an approach 
should be assessed. Such an approach is provided with 
the advanced Fuzzy Cognitive Maps. This topic is ad-
dressed next. 

6 Modelling Using Fuzzy 
Cognitive Maps 

Fuzzy Cognitive Maps came as a combination of the 
methods of fuzzy logic and neural networks was first in-
troduced by Kosko [16] only 30 years ago. A detailed 
presentation of FCM is provided in [18].  
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They constitute a computational method that is able 

to examine situations during which the human thinking 
process involves fuzzy or uncertain descriptions. An 
FCM presents a graphical representation used to describe 
the cause and effect relations between nodes, thus giving 
us the opportunity to describe the behavior of a system in 
a simple and symbolic way. In order to ensure the opera-
tion of the system. 

FCMs embody the accumulated knowledge and expe-
rience from experts who know how the system behaves 
in different circumstances. This knowledge is extracted 
using linguistic variables which then are transformed to 
numeric values using a defuzzification method. In other 
words, they recommend a modeling process consisting of 
an array of interconnected and interdependent nodes Ci 
(variables), as well as the relationships between them W 
(weights). Concepts take values in the interval [0, 1] and 
weights belong in the interval [-1, 1]. Fig.2 shows a rep-
resentative diagram of a FCM. 

 

 
     Figure 2: Fuzzy Cognitive Map. 

 
The full procedure of the development of a FCM follows 
the below steps: 
• Step 1: Experts select the number and the kind of 

concepts Ci that constitute the Fuzzy Cognitive Map 
• Step 2: Each expert defines the relationship be-

tween the concepts 
• Step 3: They define the kind and the value of the re-

lationship between the two nodes 
• Step 4: Experts describe the existing relationship 

firstly as ‘negative’ or ‘positive’ and secondly, as a 
degree of influence using a linguistic variable, such 
as ‘low’, ‘medium’, ‘high’ etc.  

The sign of each weight represents the type of influence 
between concepts. There are three types of interconnec-
tions between two concepts Ci and Cj: 
• wij > 0, an increase or decrease in Ci causes the same 

result in concept Cj. 

• wij < 0, an increase or decrease in Ci causes the op-
posite result in Cj. 

• wij = 0, there is no interaction between concepts Ci 
and Cj. 

The degree of influence between the two concepts is in-
dicated by the absolute value of wij. During the simula-
tion the value of each concept is calculated using the fol-
lowing rule: 

(1) 

Where t represents time, n is the number of concepts and 
f is the sigmoid function given by the following equation: 

                                       (2) 

Where >0 determines the steepness of function f. The 
FCM’s concepts are given some initial values which are 
then changed depending on the weights; the way the con-
cepts affect each other. The calculations stop when a 
steady state is achieved, the concepts’ values become sta-
ble. A more comprehensive mathematical presentation of 
FCMs with application to real problems with very useful 
results is provided in [17],[19]-[29]. 

There have been many efforts for the evolution of 
FCM over the last few years, but Simulation software 
tools are still missing. 

7 Drawbacks of Fuzzy Cognitive 
Maps 

In the previous sections trying to answer all challenging 
problems and questions in modelling and simulating 
CDS, FCMs were proposed as a new alternative and in-
novative approach to deal with these fundamental issues. 
The mathematical presentation along with the two exam-
ples from real problems give the academic and scientific 
communities hopes for overcoming some of the problems 
been encountered in modelling and simulating CDS us-
ing the classical approaches 

However, with the current modeling of FCMs and 
their extensive use in solving many real problems and ap-
plications, various interesting and challenging problems 
and drawbacks have emerged. The early hope and enthu-
siasm that FCM would be a strong and effective approach 
to be able to solve the difficult problems of the Complex 
Dynamic Systems. However, FCMs theories are around 
only less than 30 years.  
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We should not give up now. We must re-address the 

basic fundamentals that drove the scientific and academic 
community to develop FCMs, while at the same time 
keeping the core of the ‘initial philosophy and methodol-
ogy’ intact. Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been around 
more than 70 years and despite the skepticism of some 
well known scientists AI still continues strong on funding 
and research efforts.  

Prof Stephen Hawking, one of Britain's pre-eminent 
scientists, has said that efforts to create thinking ma-
chines pose a threat to our very existence. He told in an 
interview the BBC: ’The development of full artificial in-
telligence could spell the end of the human race.’ His 
warning came in response to a question about a revamp 
of the technology he uses to communicate, which in-
volves a basic form of AI. The theoretical physicist, who 
has the motor neurone disease amyotrophic lateral scle-
rosis (ALS), is using a new system developed by Intel to 
speak using AI. Prof Hawking is not alone in fearing for 
the future. In the short term, there are concerns that clever 
machines capable of undertaking tasks done by humans 
until now will swiftly destroy millions of jobs.  

In the longer term, the technology entrepreneur Elon 
Musk has warned that AI is "our biggest existential 
threat". Many believe that AI is our biggest scientific 
mistake especially if it is left to scientists and politicians 
that do not have the human beeing as the center of our 
activities and/or they do not respect human values. 

Therefore re-addressing the FCMs we should be care-
ful and wise. Let us restate what is a FCM and why we 
claim that is a promising and innovative method for stud-
ying CDS. 

A Fuzzy Cognitive Map (FCM) provided a way to 
identify the most important structural elements in model-
ing and controlling Complex Dynamic Systems (CDS). 
Complete, efficient and practical mechanisms to analyze 
and predict the evolution of data been fuzzy, incomplete, 
and vague in CDS were not available for years due to 
several reasons. Numerical data for years have been con-
sidered as crisp and exact values.  

However today most data may be fuzzy, uncertain or 
hard to come by, and the formulation of a precise mathe-
matical model may be difficult, costly or even impossi-
ble. Then efforts to introduce knowledge on these sys-
tems should rely on natural language arguments and the 
human intervention in the absence of formal models. 

However, although very efficient and simple to use, 
FCM are causal maps (a subset of cognitive maps that 

only allow basic symmetric and monotonic causal rela-
tions between concepts), and, in most applications, 
avoiding the need to use extensive and time consuming 
differential equation models, while obtaining very inter-
esting and encouraging results. By using true qualitative 
modelling techniques, FCM obtained results that look 
more realistic (plausible) than those obtained using quan-
titative approaches – where results almost never show the 
short term uncertainties that are so characteristic of qual-
itative real-world dynamic systems. In the end, the results 
of the FCM model and all related applications, that were 
developed more than 25  years ago, are surprisingly real-
istic and could have been used to predict and avoid the 
current world economic crisis, even if one considers its 
necessary incompleteness.  

An FCM is a qualitative mathematical tool rather than 
a quantitative tool. It provides a simple, flexible and 
straightforward approach to model the dynamic behavior 
of a complex system, which is composed of various com-
ponents or subsystems. An FCM can always describe any 
CDS using a mathematical model with the following six 
(6) characteristics or attributes: 

1) Defined causality indicating positive or  
negative relationship between all components 

2) The causal links are always dynamic  
and never static 

3) Past knowledge of the CDS dynamic  
behavior is available and reliable 

4) Human-like reasoning and 
5) Always availability of experts knowing  

the dynamic behavior of the CDS. 

Given that the above hold and the FCM methodologies, 
so far been developed, we can model any given CDS. So-
lutions to this drawback were also provided there. There 
also other drawbacks of FCM that need to be addressed 
and been solved. These solutions are going to overcome 
some of these limitations and offer more accurate results 
and a better view and knowledge of the CDS. 

One major drawback that has been raised by the au-
thor of this article is that concepts of an FCM include 
everything: states, inputs, outputs, constraints and all 
other parameters which are going to be examined regard-
less their nature [29]. However this is not mathematically 
correct and logical in any scientific approach. Why, for 
example in classic FCM theories the fact that some con-
cepts are not being affected by others thus they have to 
stay static through the whole iteration process.  
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However due to the current approach, Eq.1 and Eq.2 

their value changes after the rst iteration which is not 
correct. In addition having all variables in one ‘concept 
vector’ the iteration step k in Eq.1, is the same for all con-
cepts which is also not true in real problems and mathe-
matically not correct. Why must the inputs and outputs of 
the CDS change at every iteration step k?  

For example, on a health treatment of a patient, why 
must the inputs (concepts) (e.g. the medication dose of a 
drug that is given every morning) and the outputs (e.g. 
the blood test results (concepts) that are monitored every 
two or three days)  be changed every time the ‘health con-
ditions’ (concepts) of the patient is monitored every sec-
ond or every hour? However, this is the case using classic 
FCM theories especially using equations 1 and 2. 

Even the calculation method of the values of the con-
cepts, (Eq.1) has a serious drawback. The calculation 
equation takes into consideration the change that each 
concept cause separately instead of the total change 
which is caused to the concept Ci. This results in a large 
increase to the value of the concept Ci that goes far be-
yond the interval [0,1]. This is the reason why the sig-
moid function (Eq.2) is needed; to suppress the result to 
the interval [0,1].  

However due to the shape of the sigmoid curve any 
concept value beyond 3 leads the sigmoid function to cor-
respond it to the value 1 which is greatly problematic as 
the final output is corresponded to the linguistic variable 
‘high’ even if this is not always the expected or correct 
result. However continuing on the subject of the sigmoid 
function, there is another drawback that leads to high out-
put values. This is the fact that the center of the sigmoid 
curve instead of being on the (0,0) point on the xy axis it 
is on the (0.5,0) point. This means that each concept’s 
lowest value can be the 0.5. This problem combined with 
the rst one makes it difficult to interpret the obtained 
results. 

Continuing with the NHL learning method, while 
running several simulations we have observed that due to 
the way weights are being calculated if the number of it-
erations of the algorithm is increased, in order to reach a 
steady state, the causality reverses and all or some of the 
wij become positive. This is a very serious drawback as it 
changes the causality between concepts and in several oc-
casions instead of having a lower we are going to have a 
larger result which can cause serious problems not only 
in the interpretation of the obtained results but also on 
stability issues to a number of systems. 

 

There are a number of other drawbacks that need to 
be addressed but this should be the work of future papers. 
However for the above raised drawbacks some solutions 
and explanations must be given. The research team of the 
Laboratory for Automation and Robotics under the su-
pervision of the author of this paper have provided some 
interesting and valuable solutions. 

As it was mentioned, above in this section, in the clas-
sic FCM representation ALL the concepts are ALL the 
parameters which are going to be examined regardless 
their nature. However, in a CDS, even when it is de-
scribed in a fuzzy way through an FCM the main concept 
is the same.  

Each system has its states, inputs, outputs and other 
parameters and constraints. However, since an FCM is a 
representation of such a system, this fundamental charac-
teristic should be taken into consideration. For this rea-
son, as in the classic control theory methods [2]-[4], [7]-
[8], the concepts of a Fuzzy Cognitive Maps are separated 
into the following three categories: 

A) Fuzzy State Concepts: The concepts describing 
              the dynamic operation of the system, x.  

B) Fuzzy Input Concepts: The inputs of the  
              system, u and  

C) Fuzzy Output Concepts: The concepts  
          describing the outputs of the system, y 

In this way a better knowledge of the dynamic behavior 
of the CDS is gained. The proposed separation facilitates 
not only the understanding of the system's operation but 
also the calculation of the concepts' values in their phys-
ical nature as the states, inputs and outputs of the real sys-
tem. 

Authors have proposed a new calculation rule. The 
two equations extracted from the classic FCM are the fol-
lowings: 

 
 

where  Rn is a state vector,  Rr is an exogenous 
known input vector,   Rm is the output vector and f is 
an activation function. The new model was implemented 
for first time in diagnosing meniscus injury in the IFAC 
World Congress 2017 with very encouraging results [29]. 
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8 Conclusions and Future 

Research 
In this overview paper one of the most difficult and chal-
lenging problems in modelling, analyzing and simulating 
Complex Dynamic Systems (CDS) has been seriously ad-
dressed. The analysis and efficient control of CDS are 
impossible without a formal model of the system. How-
ever, today’s technologies for building such models for 
CDS are not sufficient. Then the necessary simulations 
cannot describe the dynamic behavior of the system un-
der study. Qualitative description of most of the parame-
ters of Complex Dynamic Systems results inevitably in 
fuzziness, complexity and uncertainty.  

Thus the human cognition and presence is absent 
from the modelling band simulation approaches. New ap-
proaches are needed. Fuzzy Cognitive Maps seem to pro-
vide a possible solution. However, they do have quite a 
few drawbacks that must be resolved.  

 
Challenging future research directions? Just take 
each question been raised in this paper and you have a 
big number of research challenges: 
• new models of FCMs for CDS using learning  

methods; 
• develop new simulation models and software  

tools using intelligent systems and advanced  
neural network theories; 

•  develop mathematical models using new advance 
FCMs for different applications and using a  
number of experts; 

•  develop new software tools for various CDS  
and perform extensive simulations, and 

• develop a new Intelligent and Cognitive Sytems  
Control theory using the human as the center  
of such an effort [30]. 
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T. Pawletta,  
thorsten.pawletta@hs-wismar.de 

Secretary Ch. Deatcu, christina.deatcu@hs-wismar.de
 A. Körner, andreas.koerner@tuwien.ac.at 
Treasurer Anna Mathe, anna.mathe@tuwien.ac.at
Membership 
Affairs 

S. Wenzel, s.wenzel@uni-kassel.de 

Ch. Deatcu, christina.deatcu@hs-wismar.de
F. Breitenecker, felix.breitenecker@tuwien.ac.at 

Repr. EUROSIM F. Breitenecker, felix.breitenecker@tuwien.ac.at 
A. Körner, andreas.koerner@tuwien.ac.at 

Int. Affairs – 
 GI Contact 

N. Popper, niki.popper@drahtwarenhandlung.at 
O. Rose, Oliver.Rose@tu-dresden.de 

Editorial Board 
SNE 

T. Pawletta,  
thorsten.pawletta@hs-wismar.de 
Ch. Deatcu, christina.deatcu@hs-wismar.de

Web EUROSIM A. Körner, andreas.koerner@tuwien.ac.at 
 Last data update December 2017

 

ASIM is organising / co-organising the following inter-
national conferences: 
• ASIM Int. Conference ‘Simulation in Production 

and Logistics’ – bi-annual 
• ASIM ‘Symposium Simulation Technique’  

– biannual 
• MATHMOD Int. Vienna Conference on  

Mathmatical Modelling – triennial 

Furthermore, ASIM is co-sponsor of WSC – Winter Sim-
ulation Conference 

ASIM Working Committee 

GMMS Methods in Modelling and Simulation 
Th. Pawletta, thorsten.pawletta@hs-wismar.de 

SUG 
Simulation in Environmental Systems 
J.Wittmann, wittmann@informatik.uni-ham-
burg.de 

STS Simulation of Technical Systems 
Walter Comerell, Commerell@hs-ulm.de 

SPL Simulation in Production and Logistics 
Sigrid Wenzel, s.wenzel@uni-kassel.de 

EDU Simulation in Education/Education in Simulation 
A. Körner, andreas.koerner@tuwien.ac.at 

BIG DATA Working Group Data-driven Simulation in Life  
Sciences; niki.popper@dwh.at 

 
Working Groups for Simulation in Business  
Administration, in Traffic Systems, for Standardi-
sation, etc. 

 

CEA-SMSG – Spanish Modelling and 
Simulation Group 
CEA is the Spanish Society on Automation and Control 
and it is the national member of IFAC (International Fed-
eration of Automatic Control) in Spain. Since 1968 CEA-
IFAC looks after the development of the Automation in 
Spain, in its different issues: automatic control, robotics, 
SIMULATION, etc. The association is divided into na-
tional thematic groups, one of which is centered on Mod-
eling, Simulation and Optimization, constituting the CEA 
Spanish Modeling and Simulation Group (CEA-SMSG). 
It looks after the development of the Modelling and Sim-
ulation (M&S) in Spain, working basically on all the is-
sues concerning the use of M&S techniques as essential 
engineering tools for decision-making and optimization. 

 http://www.ceautomatica.es/grupos/ 
 emilio.jimenez@unirioja.es 

 simulacion@cea-ifac.es 
 CEA-SMSG / Emilio Jiménez, Department of Electrical 
Engineering, University of La Rioja, San José de Calasanz 
31, 26004 Logroño (La Rioja), SPAIN 

CEA - SMSG Officers 
President Emilio Jiménez, 

 emilio.jimenez@unirioja.es 
Vice president Juan Ignacio Latorre, 

juanignacio.latorre@unavarra.es 
Repr. EUROSIM Emilio Jiménez, emilio.jimenez@unirioja.es

Edit. Board SNE Emilio Jiménez, emilio.jimenez@unirioja.es 

Web EUROSIM Mercedes Perez mercedes.perez@unirioja.es 

Last data update June 2016
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CROSSIM  – Croatian Society for 
Simulation Modelling 
CROSSIM-Croatian Society for Simulation Modelling 
was founded in 1992 as a non-profit society with the goal 
to promote knowledge and use of simulation methods and 
techniques and development of education. CROSSIM is 
a full member of EUROSIM since 1997. 

 www.eurosim.info 
 vdusak@foi.hr 
 CROSSIM / Vesna Dušak 

Faculty of Organization and   
Informatics Varaždin, University of Zagreb 
Pavlinska 2, HR-42000 Varaždin, Croatia 

CROSSIM  Officers 
President Vesna Dušak, vdusak@foi.hr  
Vice president Jadranka Božikov, jbozikov@snz.hr 
Secretary Vesna Bosilj-Vukši , vbosilj@efzg.hr 
Executive board 
members 

Vlatko eri , vceric@efzg.hr 
Tarzan Legovi , legovic@irb.hr 

Repr. EUROSIM Jadranka Božikov, jbozikov@snz.hr 
Edit. Board SNE Vesna Dušak, vdusak@foi.hr 
Web EUROSIM Jadranka Bozikov, jbozikov@snz.hr 

 Last data update December 2012

 

 

 

 

CSSS – Czech and Slovak 
Simulation Society 

CSSS -The Czech and Slovak Simulation Society has about 
150 members working in Czech and Slovak national sci-
entific and technical societies (Czech Society for Applied 
Cybernetics and Informatics, Slovak Society for Applied 
Cybernetics and Informatics). The main objectives of the 
society are: development of education and training in the 
field of modelling and simulation, organising professional 
workshops and conferences, disseminating information 
about modelling and simulation activities in Europe. Since 
1992, CSSS is full member of EUROSIM. 

 www.fit.vutbr.cz/CSSS 
 snorek@fel.cvut.cz 

 CSSS / Miroslav Šnorek, CTU Prague 
FEE, Dept. Computer Science and Engineering, 
Karlovo nam. 13, 121 35 Praha 2, Czech Republic 

CSSS  Officers 

President Miroslav Šnorek, snorek@fel.cvut.cz 
Vice president Mikuláš Alexík, alexik@frtk.fri.utc.sk 
Scientific Secr. A. Kavi ka, Antonin.Kavicka@upce.cz 
Repr. EUROSIM Miroslav Šnorek, snorek@fel.cvut.cz 
Edit. Board SNE Mikuláš Alexík, alexik@frtk.fri.utc.sk 
Web EUROSIM Petr Peringer, peringer@fit.vutbr.cz 

Last data update December 2012

DBSS – Dutch Benelux Simulation Society 
The Dutch Benelux Simulation Society (DBSS) was 
founded in July 1986 in order to create an organisation of 
simulation professionals within the Dutch language area. 
DBSS has actively promoted creation of similar organi-
sations in other language areas. DBSS is a member of EU-
ROSIM and works in close cooperation with its members 
and with affiliated societies.  

 www.DutchBSS.org 
 a.w.heemink@its.tudelft.nl 
 DBSS / A. W. Heemink 
Delft University of Technology, ITS - twi, 
Mekelweg 4, 2628 CD Delft, The Netherlands 

DBSS Officers 
President A. Heemink, a.w.heemink@its.tudelft.nl 
Vice president M. Mujica Mota, m.mujica.mota@hva.nl
Treasurer M. Mujica Mota, m.mujica.mota@hva.nl
Secretary P. M. Scala, p.m.scala@hva.nl 
Repr. EUROSIM M. Mujica Mota, m.mujica.mota@hva.nl
Edit. SNE/Web M. Mujica Mota, m.mujica.mota@hva.nl

Last data update June 2016

FRANCOSIM - Société Francophone de Simulation 
FRANCOSIM was founded in 1991 and aims to the promo-
tion of simulation and research, in industry and academic 
fields.  

 djouani@u-pec.fr 
 FRANCOSIM / Yskandar Hamam 
Groupe ESIEE, Cité Descartes, 
BP 99, 2 Bd. Blaise Pascal, 
93162 Noisy le Grand CEDEX, France 

FRANCOSIM Officers 
President Karim Djouani, djouani@u-pec.fr 
Treasurer François Rocaries, f.rocaries@esiee.fr 
Repr. EUROSIM Karim Djouani, djouani@u-pec.fr 
Edit. Board SNE Karim Djouani, djouani@u-pec.fr 

Last data update December 2012
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HSS – Hungarian Simulation Society 
The Hungarian Member Society of EUROSIM was estab-
lished in 1981 as an association promoting the exchange 
of information within the community of people involved 
in research, development, application and education of 
simulation in Hungary and also contributing to the en-
hancement of exchanging information between the Hun-
garian simulation community and the simulation commu-
nities abroad. HSS deals with the organization of lec-
tures, exhibitions, demonstrations, and conferences. 

 www.eurosim.info 
 javor@eik.bme.hu 
 HSS / András Jávor,  
Budapest Univ. of Technology and Economics,  
Sztoczek u. 4, 1111 Budapest, Hungary 

HSS Officers 
President András Jávor, javor@eik.bme.hu 
Vice president Gábor Sz cs, szucs@itm.bme.hu 
Secretary Ágnes Vigh, vigh@itm.bme.hu 
Repr. EUROSIM András Jávor, javor@eik.bme.hu 
Deputy Gábor Sz cs, szucs@itm.bme.hu 
Edit. Board SNE András Jávor, javor@eik.bme.hu 
Web EUROSIM Gábor Sz cs, szucs@itm.bme.hu 

 Last data update March 2008

ISCS – Italian Society for Computer 
Simulation 
The Italian Society for Computer Simulation (ISCS) is a 
scientific non-profit association of members from indus-
try, university, education and several public and research 
institutions with common interest in all fields of com-
puter simulation. 

 www.eurosim.info 
 Mario.savastano@uniina.it 
 ISCS / Mario Savastano, 
c/o CNR - IRSIP, 
Via Claudio 21, 80125 Napoli, Italy 

ISCS Officers 
President M. Savastano, mario.savastano@unina.it
Vice president F. Maceri, Franco.Maceri@uniroma2.it 
Repr. EUROSIM F. Maceri, Franco.Maceri@uniroma2.it 
Secretary Paola Provenzano,  

paola.provenzano@uniroma2.it 
Edit. Board SNE M. Savastano, mario.savastano@unina.it

 Last data update December 2010

 

 
LIOPHANT Simulation 

Liophant Simulation is a non-profit association born in 
order to be a trait-d'union among simulation developers 
and users; Liophant is devoted to promote and diffuse the 
simulation techniques and methodologies; the Associa-
tion promotes exchange of students, sabbatical years, or-
ganization of International Conferences, courses and in-
ternships focused on M&S applications.  

 www.liophant.org 
 info@liophant.org 

 LIOPHANT Simulation, c/o Agostino G. Bruzzone, 
DIME, University of Genoa, Savona Campus 
via Molinero 1, 17100 Savona (SV), Italy 

LIOPHANT Officers 
President A.G. Bruzzone, agostino@itim.unige.it 
Director E. Bocca, enrico.bocca@liophant.org 
Secretary A. Devoti, devoti.a@iveco.com 
Treasurer Marina Masseimassei@itim.unige.it 
Repr. EUROSIM A.G. Bruzzone, agostino@itim.unige.it 
Deputy F. Longo, f.longo@unical.it 
Edit. Board SNE F. Longo, f.longo@unical.it  
Web EUROSIM F. Longo, f.longo@unical.it 

Last data update June 2016

LSS – Latvian Simulation Society 
The Latvian Simulation Society (LSS) has been founded 
in 1990 as the first professional simulation organisation 
in the field of Modelling and simulation in the post-So-
viet area. Its members represent the main simulation cen-
tres in Latvia, including both academic and industrial 
sectors. 

 briedis.itl.rtu.lv/imb/ 
 merkur@itl.rtu.lv 
 LSS / Yuri Merkuryev, Dept. of Modelling 
and Simulation Riga Technical University 
Kalku street 1, Riga, LV-1658, LATVIA 

LSS Officers 
President Yuri Merkuryev, merkur@itl.rtu.lv 
Secretary Artis Teilans, Artis.Teilans@exigenservices.com

Repr. EUROSIM Yuri Merkuryev, merkur@itl.rtu.lv 

Deputy Artis Teilans, Artis.Teilans@exigenservices.com

Edit. Board SNE Yuri Merkuryev, merkur@itl.rtu.lv 

Web EUROSIM Vitaly Bolshakov, vitalijs.bolsakovs@rtu.lv 
Last data update June 2016
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KA-SIM Kosovo Simulation Society 
Kosova Association for Modeling and Simulation (KA-
SIM, founded in 2009), is part of Kosova Association of 
Control, Automation and Systems Engineering (KA-
CASE). KA-CASE was registered in 2006 as non Profit 
Organization and since 2009 is National Member of IFAC 
– International Federation of Automatic Control. KA-SIM 
joined EUROSIM as Observer Member in 2011. In 2016, 
KA-SIM became full member. 
KA-SIM has about 50 members, and is organizing the in-
ternational conference series International Conference in 
Business, Technology and Innovation, in November, in 
Durrhes, Albania, and IFAC Simulation Workshops in 
Pristina. 
 

  www.ubt-uni.net/ka-case 
  ehajrizi@ubt-uni.net 
 MOD&SIM KA-CASE;       Att. Dr. Edmond Hajrizi 

      Univ. for Business and Technology (UBT) 
      Lagjja Kalabria p.n., 10000 Prishtina, Kosovo 
 

KA-SIM Officers 
President Edmond Hajrizi, ehajrizi@ubt-uni.net 
Vice president Muzafer Shala, info@ka-sim.com 
Secretary Lulzim Beqiri, info@ka-sim.com 
Treasurer Selman Berisha, info@ka-sim.com 
Repr. EUROSIM Edmond Hajrizi, ehajrizi@ubt-uni.net 
Deputy Muzafer Shala, info@ka-sim.com 
Edit. Board SNE Edmond Hajrizi, ehajrizi@ubt-uni.net 
Web EUROSIM Betim Gashi, info@ka-sim.com 

 Last data update December 2016

 

PSCS – Polish Society for Computer 
Simulation 
PSCS was founded in 1993 in Warsaw. PSCS is a scien-
tific, non-profit association of members from universi-
ties, research institutes and industry in Poland with com-
mon interests in variety of methods of computer simula-
tions and its applications. At present PSCS counts 257 
members. 

 www.eurosim.info (www.ptsk.man.bialystok.pl) 
 leon@ibib.waw.pl 
 PSCS / Leon Bobrowski, c/o IBIB PAN, 
ul. Trojdena 4 (p.416), 02-109 Warszawa, Poland 

 

PSCS Officers 
President Leon Bobrowski, leon@ibib.waw.pl 
Vice president Tadeusz Nowicki,  

Tadeusz.Nowicki@wat.edu.pl 
Treasurer Z. Sosnowski, zenon@ii.pb.bialystok.pl 
Secretary Zdzislaw Galkowski, 

Zdzislaw.Galkowski@simr.pw.edu.pl
Repr. EUROSIM Leon Bobrowski, leon@ibib.waw.pl 
Deputy Tadeusz Nowicki, tadeusz.nowicki@wat.edu.pl 
Edit. Board SNE Zenon Sosnowski, z.sosnowski@pb.ed.pl 
Web EUROSIM Magdalena Topczewska  

m.topczewska@pb.edu.pl 
Last data update December2013

SIMS – Scandinavian Simulation Society 
SIMS is the Scandinavian Simulation Society with mem-
bers from the four Nordic countries Denmark, Finland, 
Norway and Sweden. The SIMS history goes back to 
1959. SIMS practical matters are taken care of by the 
SIMS board consisting of two representatives from each 
Nordic country (Iceland one board member). 

 
SIMS Structure. SIMS is organised as federation of re-
gional societies. There are FinSim (Finnish Simulation 
Forum), DKSIM (Dansk Simuleringsforening) and NFA 
(Norsk Forening for Automatisering). 

 
 www.scansims.org 
 esko.juuso@oulu.fi 
 SIMS / Erik Dahlquist, School of Business, Society and 
Engineering, Department of Energy, Building and Envi-
ronment, Mälardalen University, P.O.Box 883, 72123 
Västerås, Sweden 

 
SIMS Officers 
President Erik Dahlquist, erik.dahlquist@mdh.se 
Vice president Bernd Lie, lie@hit.noe 
Treasurer Vadim Engelson,  

vadim.engelson@mathcore.com 
Repr. EUROSIM Erik Dahlquist, erik.dahlquist@mdh.se 
Edit. Board SNE Esko Juuso, esko.juuso@oulu.fi 
Web EUROSIM Vadim Engelson,  

vadim.engelson@mathcore.com 
Last data update June 2016
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SLOSIM – Slovenian 
Society for Simulation 
and Modelling 

SLOSIM - Slovenian Society for Simulation and Model-
ling was established in 1994 and became the full member 
of EUROSIM in 1996. Currently it has 90 members from 
both Slovenian universities, institutes, and industry. It 
promotes modelling and simulation approaches to prob-
lem solving in industrial as well as in academic environ-
ments by establishing communication and cooperation 
among corresponding teams. 

 
 www.slosim.si 
 slosim@fe.uni-lj.si 
 SLOSIM / Vito Logar, Faculty of Electrical  
Engineering, University of Ljubljana,  
Tržaška 25, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia 

SLOSIM Officers 
President Vito Logar, vito.logar@fe.uni-lj.si  
Vice president Božidar Šarler, bozidar.sarler@ung.si 
Secretary Aleš Beli , ales.belic@sandoz.com 
Treasurer Milan Sim i , milan.simcic@fe.uni-lj.si 
Repr. EUROSIM B. Zupan i , borut.zupancic@fe.uni-lj.si 
Deputy Vito Logar, vito.logar@fe.uni-lj.si
Edit. Board SNE B. Zupan i , borut.zupancic@fe.uni-lj.si  

Vito Logar, vito.logar@fe.uni-lj.si  
Blaž Rodi , blaz.rodic@fis.unm.si 

Web EUROSIM Vito Logar, vito.logar@fe.uni-lj.si 
 Last data update December 2016

UKSIM - United Kingdom Simulation Society 
The UK Simulation Society is very active in organizing 
conferences, meetings and workshops. UKSim holds its 
annual conference in the March-April period. In recent 
years the conference has always been held at Emmanuel 
College, Cambridge. The Asia Modelling and Simulation 
Section (AMSS) of UKSim holds 4-5 conferences per 
year including the EMS (European Modelling Sympo-
sium), an event mainly aimed at young researchers, orga-
nized each year by UKSim in different European cities.  
Membership of the UK Simulation Society is free to par-
ticipants of any of our conferences and their co-authors.  

 
 www.uksim.org.uk 
 david.al-dabass@ntu.ac.uk 

 
 

 UKSIM / Prof. David Al-Dabass 
Computing & Informatics,  
Nottingham Trent University 
Clifton lane, Nottingham, NG11 8NS 
United Kingdom 

 

UKSIM Officers 
President David Al-Dabass, 

david.al-dabass@ntu.ac.uk 
Secretary A. Orsoni, A.Orsoni@kingston.ac.uk
Treasurer A. Orsoni, A.Orsoni@kingston.ac.uk 
Membership 
chair 

G. Jenkins, glenn.l.jenkins@smu.ac.uk 

Local/Venue 
chair 

Richard Cant, richard.cant@ntu.ac.uk 

Repr. EUROSIM A. Orsoni, A.Orsoni@kingston.ac.uk 
Deputy G. Jenkins, glenn.l.jenkins@smu.ac.uk
Edit. Board SNE A. Orsoni, A.Orsoni@kingston.ac.uk 

Last data update March 2016

 
 

RNSS – Russian Simulation Society 
NSS - The Russian National Simulation Society 
(    -

 – ) was officially registered in Russian 
Federation on February 11, 2011. In February 2012 NSS 
has been accepted as an observer member of EUROSIM, 
and in 2015 RNSS has become full member. 

 www.simulation.su 
 yusupov@iias.spb.su 
 RNSS / R. M. Yusupov,  
St. Petersburg Institute of Informatics and Automation 
RAS, 199178, St. Petersburg, 14th lin. V.O, 39  

RNSS Officers 
President R. M. Yusupov, yusupov@iias.spb.su 
Chair Man. Board A. Plotnikov, plotnikov@sstc.spb.ru 
Secretary M. Dolmatov, dolmatov@simulation.su 

Repr. EUROSIM R.M. Yusupov, yusupov@iias.spb.su  
Y. Senichenkov,  

senyb@dcn.icc.spbstu.ru 
Deputy B. Sokolov, sokol@iias.spb.su 
Edit. Board SNE Y. Senichenkov, 

senyb@dcn.icc.spbstu.ru 
Last data update June 2016
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EUROSIM OBSERVER MEMBERS 

ROMSIM – Romanian Modelling and 
Simulation Society 
ROMSIM has been founded in 1990 as a non-profit soci-
ety, devoted to theoretical and applied aspects of model-
ling and simulation of systems. ROMSIM currently has 
about 100 members from Romania and Moldavia. 

 www.eurosim.info (www.ici.ro/romsim) 
 sflorin@ici.ro 
 ROMSIM / Florin Hartescu,  
National Institute for Research in Informatics, Averescu 
Av. 8 – 10, 71316 Bucharest, Romania 

 
ROMSIM Officers 
President  
Vice president Florin Hartescu, flory@ici.ro 

Marius Radulescu,  
     mradulescu.csmro@yahoo.com 

Repr. EUROSIM Marius Radulescu,  
     mradulescu.csmro@yahoo.com 

Deputy Florin Hartescu, flory@ici.ro 
Edit. Board SNE Constanta Zoe Radulescu, zoe@ici.ro 
Web EUROSIM Florin Hartescu, flory@ici.ro 

 Last data update  June 2017

 

MIMOS – Italian Modelling and 
Simulation Association 
MIMOS (Movimento Italiano Modellazione e Simula-
zione – Italian Modelling and Simulation Association) is 
the Italian association grouping companies, profession-
als, universities, and research institutions working in the 
field of modelling, simulation, virtual reality and 3D, 
with the aim of enhancing the culture of ‘virtuality’ in It-
aly, in every application area.  
MIMOS became EUROSIM Observer Member in 2016 and 
is preparing application for full membership. 

 
 www.mimos.it 
 roma@mimos.it – info@mimos.it 
 MIMOS – Movimento Italiano Modellazione e Simula-
zione;  via Ugo Foscolo 4, 10126 Torino – via Laurentina 
760, 00143 Roma 

 

 

 

MIMOS Officers 
President Paolo Proietti, roma@mimos.it 
Secretary Davide Borra, segreteria@mimos.it 
Treasurer Davide Borra, segreteria@mimos.it 
Repr. EUROSIM Paolo Proietti, roma@mimos.it 
Deputy Agostino Bruzzone, ago-

stino@itim.unige.it 
Edit. Board SNE Paolo Proietti, roma@mimos.it 

Last data update December 2016

 

CANDIDATES 

Albanian Simulation Society 
At the Department of Statistics and Applied Informatics, 
Faculty of Economy, University of Tirana, Prof. Dr. Ko-
zeta Sevrani at present is setting up an Albanian Simula-
tion Society. Kozeta Sevrani, professor of Computer Sci-
ence and Management Information Systems, and head of 
the Department of Mathematics, Statistics and Applied 
Informatic, has attended a EUROSIM board meeting in 
Vienna and has presented simulation activities in Albania 
and the new simulation society. 
The society – constitution and bylaws are being worked 
out – will be involved in different international and local 
simulation projects, and will be engaged in the organisa-
tion of the conference series ISTI – Information Systems 
and Technology. The society intends to become a EU-
ROSIM Observer Member. 

 
 kozeta.sevrani@unitir.edu.al 
  Albanian Simulation Goup, attn. Kozeta Sevrani 
University of Tirana, Faculty of Economy  
 rr. Elbasanit,  Tirana 355  Albania 

 

Albanian Simulation Society-  Officers (Planned) 
President Kozeta Sevrani,  

kozeta.sevrani@unitir.edu.al 
Secretary  
Treasurer  
Repr. EUROSIM Kozeta Sevrani,  

kozeta.sevrani@unitir.edu.al 
Edit. Board SNE Albana Gorishti,  

albana.gorishti@unitir.edu.al 
Majlinda Godolja,  

majlinda.godolja@fshn.edu.al 
Last data update December 2016
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EUROSIM 
Federation of European 
Simulation Societies 

General Information.   EUROSIM, the Federation of Eu-
ropean Simulation Societies, was set up in 1989. The pur-
pose of EUROSIM is to provide a European forum for 
simulation societies and groups to promote advancement 
of modelling and simulation in industry, research, and de-
velopment.  

Member Societies.   EUROSIM members may be na-
tional simulation societies and regional or international 
societies and groups dealing with modelling and simula-
tion. At present EUROSIM has sixteen Full Members and 
two Observer Members, and one member candidate. 

 www.eurosim.info 

 
Snapshot New EUROSIM Website, Societies’ Page 

 

EUROSIM Events 
EUROSIM is supporting, organising and co-sponsoring 
the following event types: 
• EUROSIM Congress - triennial, organized by a  

EUROSIM member society 
• EUROSIM Conference - international conference  

by a EUROSIM member society with EUROSIM 
advertising support 

• EUROSIM Event - international conference or work-
shop organized by EUROSIM member society 

• EUROSIM Co-Sponsorship – int. conferences of 
other organisations with mutual benefit contract 

The EUROSIM Congress can be seen as constant 
within these developments – each three years simulation-
ists from all over the world gather in one European coun-
try to exchange information on development in model-
ling and simulation. The 10th EUROSIM congress will 
take place in July 2019 in La Rioja, Logroño, Spain. 

 

EUROSIM 2019 
10th EUROSIM Congress on Modelling and Simulation 

July 2019, La Rioja, Logroño, Spain 
www.eurosim.info/events/eurosim-congress/ 

 
EUROSIM Conferences   

EUROSIM member societies are entitled to organise a 
EUROSIM Conference - an international conference on 
any subject on modelling and simulation. An interna-
tional conference organised under the trademark EU-
ROSIM Conference is advertised via EUROSIM's mail-
ing data base, and by publication space in SNE - Simula-
tion Notes Europe.  

Reduced fees are offered to all members of the EU-
ROSIM member societies. EUROSIM expects a small 
percentage of the income.  

At present the following conferences are organised 
under the trademark EUROSIM Conference: 

• MATHMOD Conference Series, Vienna, Austria 
(organised by ASIM, the German simulation soci-
ety), see www.mathmod.org 

• ICBTI - UBT Conference Series, Durres, Albania (or-
ganized by KA-SIM, the simulation Society of Ko-
sovo), see conferences.ubt-uni.net 

 

MATHMOD 2018 
9th Vienna Int. Conference on Mathematical Modelling 

February 21 - 23, 2018, TU Wien, Vienna, Austria 
www.mathmod.at 

 
The MATHMOD 2018 continues the conference se-
ries MATHMOD Vienna in February 2018. It provides a 
forum for professionals, researchers, and experts in the 
field of theoretic and applied aspects of mathematical 
modelling for systems of dynamic nature. 
The scope of MATHMOD 2018 conference covers theo-
retic and applied aspects of the various types of mathe-
matical modelling (equations of various types, automata, 
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Petri nets, bond graphs, qualitative and fuzzy models, 
etc.) for systems of dynamic nature (deterministic, sto-
chastic, continuous, discrete or hybrid with respect to 
time, etc.). The topics to be discussed include e.g. 
• modelling theory; first-principles, identification, optimi-

zation, order reduction and validation 
• automation of modelling and software tools 
• computer modelling, modelling for/by simulation, co-

simulation, modelling standards 
• qualitative, modular, interdisciplinary modelling 
• comparison of methods for modelling, alternative model-

ling methods (CAS, fuzzy, NN, QSS, etc.) 
• model analysis and calibration, effects of modelling  

errors on overall performance of an engineering system 
• applications in the field of engineering systems and in 

natural sciences 
• applications in environmental systems, biotechnology, etc. 
• applications in operation research, logistics and planning 
• applications in medicine, physiology, health care and 

health technology assessment 
• education in/for/with modelling 
• modelling aspects in scientific computing 
• modelling for control and real-time applications 

 
EUROSIM Conference Co-operation 

A special co-operation exists with the I3M Conference 
Series, organised by LIOPHANT and co-spomsoerd by 
MIMOS (EUROSIM societies). Every year, the I3M Mul-
ticonference renovates the opportunity to bring together 
researchers, scientists and practitioners, from the Medi-
terranean Area, Latin & North Americas, Europe, Asia, 
Africa and Australia, who are concerned with Modeling 
and Simulation in Industry and Academia. I3M part are: 
• MAS – Conf. on Modelling & Applied Simulation 
• EMSS - European Modelling & Simulation Symposium  
• NSP - New Simulation Project Workshop 
• HMS - Conference on Harbour, Maritime & Multimodal 

Logistics M&S - HMS 
• IMAACA - Modelling & Simulation Network Workshop 
• DHSS – Int. WS Defense and Homeland Security Sim. 
• IWISH – Int. WS on Innovative Simulation for Health Care 
• SESDE – Int. WS on Simulation for Energy, Sustainable 

Development & Environment 
• FoodOPS- Int. WS on  Food Operations & Processing Sim. 

 

I3M 2018 

INTERNATIONAL MULTIDISCIPLINARY MODELLING & SIMU-

LATION MULTICONFERENCE 
September 2018,  2018, Budapest, Hungary 

www.liophant.org/i3m/ 

New EUROSIM Website 
The EUROSIM website www.eurosim.info has been 
completely redesigned and installed on state-of-the-art 
technology. Responsive design adapts the layout to a va-
riety of devices. Most essential and recent content has 
been transferred to the new site. We apologize for the 
problems with the previous website in begin of 2017, 
caused by severe hacking attacks.  

 

 
Snapshot of new EUROSIM Website, Home Page 

A short guide through the sections should explain the 
website’s features (snapshot of homepage see before). 

The News section and the Events section are main-
tained by the EUROSIM webmaster(s) compiling classi-
cal news lists and events lists. Please send an e-mail to 
webmaster@eurosim.info if you have an announcement 
to be posted (general news, general news about a society, 
conference announcements).  

The Societies section – see snapshot of societies’ 
webpage before - provides information on all EUROSIM 
societies – the content is managed by the societies them-
selves, usually structured with first page, and with sec-
tions on news, events, reports, and publications. 
The first webpage of each society gives a summary on 
the society, and lists officers of the society. We ask all 
societies to update this list regularly, with actual presi-
dent and other administrative officers and with officers 
responsible for society representation in EUROSIM, for 
SNE news editorial board, and for the society’s content 
maintenance at EUROSIM website –snapshot next page. 
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Snapshot of New EUROSIM Website,  

Individual Society – First Page 

The Journal SNE section shortly introduces SNE – Simu-
lation Notes Europe as official membership journal of 
EUROSIM and links to the SNE website. With 
Online SNE (Online ISSN 2306-0271) the publisher AR-
GESIM follows the Open Access strategy, allowing 
download of published contributions for free.  

Access for members of EUROSIM Societies. High-reso-
lution Online SNE, full SNE Archive, and sources of 
benchmarks or other additional documents are available 
for members of EUROSIM societies. Login data are dis-
tributed by the EUROSIM societies to their members di-
rectly, with yearly change of password: 

• (Sample) Login: asim-member 
• Password: xxxxxx 

This login works as well at the SNE website (for SNE 
download; snapshots next pages), as well as at the EU-
ROSIM website (for publication download, see below) – 
please use Login button, or enter Login section resp. 

 
There is also available a print version of SNE. The 

publisher ARGESIM itself produces sample copies for 
promotional purposes (samples for authors and societies, 
copies for conferences, etc.). And generally, TU-Verlag 
(TU Wien Publisher - www.tuverlag.at) provides Print-
on-Demand service for SNE issues, whereby each 
Print SNE issue is identified by an individual ISBN num-
ber from TU Verlag – starting with SNE Volume 27. 
Printed copies can simply be ordered in the webstore at 
www.tuverlag.at. 

The Publications section is intended to provide Pro-
ceedings from EUROSIM congresses and from EU-
ROSIM conferences (e.g. MATHMOD, ICBTI). Mem-
bers of EUROSIM societies can download full docu-
ments using the Login described before – starting in Oc-
tober 2017. 

And last but not least the Contact section provides 
main contact emails for EUROSIM and for all member 
societies – sample see below (update taken from the in-
dividual society pages). 

 

 
Snapshot of New EUROSIM Website, Contact Info Page 

Access for Board members. The EUROSIM Board con-
sists of represenatives from all member societies (one per 
member society). Each representative has frontend ac-
cess to the section Internal with documents of board 
meetings, and EUROSIM bylaws, and other internal doc-
uments. 

Furthermore, each society representative has personal 
editing access to the backend of the EUROSIM website 
in order to maintain information on the specific content 
of the Societies section. 

 
If you have any questions or comments please send an 
e-mail to   webmaster@eurosim.info  
       or to   webmaster@sne-journal.info 
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New SNE Website 
Thew relaunch of the website for the journal SNE Simu-
lation Notes Europe is completed. Members of EU-
ROSIM societies can download high-resolution SNE is-
sues and SNE single contributions, and further publica-
tions. Login data are distributed by the EUROSIM soci-
eties to their members directly, with yearly change of 
password: 

• (Sample) Login: asim-member 
• Password: xxxxxx 

 

 
New SNE Website, Homepage 

 
New SNE Website, SNE Volumes Page 

The entry page of SNE’s new website (snapshot left, 
above) offers a direct quick access to the newest issue, 
and the menu with sections first provides information on 
aims and scope, and on the editorial board.  

The sections SNE Volumes allows selection and dis-
play of the issues of the specific volume, see snapshot 
left, below. There, the Read more link in the issue display 
opens information and download possibilities for the spe-
cific issue. Alternatively, the SNE nn(n) Articles link at 
top of the volumes page switches to the page with list of 
articles in this issue – snapshot below. 

 
New SNE Website, Articles List Page 

And there finally, the Read more link in the articles list 
page provides bibliographical information, abstract, and 
download possibilities for the specific article – see next 
snapshot. Here, at bottom, download files for the article 
are offered. The pdf-files with ending OA are open ac-
cess, download of files with ending RA (restricted ac-
cess) requires Login with the society’s member login.  
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In case of benchmark articles here also files with 
sources are offered for download with restricted access, 
or other specific documents related with the article 

 

 
New SNE Webpage, SNE Article Page 

The sections Contribute / Contact provide information 
for authors, and submission templates in doc format and 
tex format can be downloaded, as well as information on 
the reviewing process.  

And last but not least, the section Benchmarks links 
to definition and solutions of the ARGESIM Benchmarks 
for Modelling Approaches and Simulation Implementa-
tions. Definitions and solution are published in SNE as 
Benchmark Solution (2 p. SNE), Benchmark Report (4 to 
6 p. SNE), or Benchmark Study (6 to 10 p. SNE) 

Since 2012, Online SNE Issues and Online SNE Arti-
cles are identified by a DOI (Digital Object Identifier) 
and registered at Crossref immediately after publication. 
DOI prefix is 10.11128, followed by issue or article iden-
tification (this issue DOI 101128/sne.27.4.1039). The re-
launch of the SNE webserver required modification of 
DOI registration at Crossref, but search and access via 
DOI is working again since October 2017. 

If you have any questions or comments please send an 
e-mail to   webmaster@eurosim.info  
       or to   webmaster@sne-journal.info 

 

ASIM 
German Simulation Society 
Arbeitsgemeinschaft Simulation 

ASIM (Arbeitsgemeinschaft Simulation) is the associa-
tion for simulation in the German speaking area, servic-
ing mainly Germany, Switzerland and Austria. ASIM was 
founded in 1981 and has now about 600 individual mem-
bers, and 90 institutional or industrial members.  

 www.asim-gi.org with members’ area 
 info@asim-gi.org, admin@asim-gi.org  
 ASIM – Inst. f. Analysis and Scientific Computing 
TU Wien – Technical Univ. Vienna 
Wiedner Hauptstrasse 8-10, 1040 Vienna, Austria 

ASIM is organising / co-organising the following inter-
national conferences: 
• ASIM Int. Conference ‘Simulation in Production 

and Logistics’ – biannual – ASIM SPL Conference 
• ASIM ‘Symposium Simulation Techniques’  

– biannual – ASIM SST Conference 
• MATHMOD Int. Vienna Conference on  

Mathematical Modelling – triennial 

Furthermore, ASIM is co-sponsor of WSC – Winter Sim-
ulation Conference, anf of I3M. 
ASIM is structured in ASIM Sections, dealing with vari-
ous methods and applications. Within the sections or 
across sections, working groups discuss and document 
new developments 

Coming Events 
Every two years the ASIM Symposium Simulation Tech-
nique’ ASIM SST is organized. 

 

ASIM SST 2018  
SYMPOSIUM  SIMULATION TECHNIQUES 

October 4 – 5, 2018, HCU Hamburg, Germany 
www.asim2018.de 

Aims and Scope. The conference covers methods and ap-
plications in modelling and simulation. The topics are: 

• Mathematical methods  
• Methods from Computer science and  

computer engineering 
• Applications in various areas 

Please contact the website for further details: 
www.asim2018.de 
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MATHMOD 2018 
9th Vienna Int. Conference on Mathematical Modelling 

February 21 - 23, 2018, TU Wien, Vienna, Austria 
www.mathmod.at 

 

MATHMOD 2018 provides a forum for professionals, re-
searchers, and experts in the field of theoretic and applied 
aspects of mathematical modelling for systems of dy-
namic nature. ASIM is the main co-organiser of the 
MATHMOD conference series (EUROSIM Conference; 
see also news page N9 or www.mathmod.at.  

SNE Promotion with Printed Issue. MATHMOD 2018 
conference promotes SNE by providing for each partici-
pant a print copy of SNE 27(4), with a broad variety of 
contributions to modelling and simulation. 

New ASIM Website 
The ASIM website www.asim-gi.org has been com-
pletely redesigned and installed on state-of-the-art tech-
nology (snapshot of homepage see below). Responsive 
design adapts the layout to a variety of devices.  

The webpage offers open access for basic versions of 
publications (proceedings, reports). ASIM members can 
download high-resolution publication, and proceedings, 
books, and reports with restricted access using their Per-
sonal ASIM Member Login; this login works also for SNE 
download at the SNE website and publication download 
at EUROSIM website.  
 

ASIM, A. Körner, andreas.koerner@tuwien.ac.at 

CEA-SMSG – Spanish Modelling and 
Simulation Group 
CEA is the Spanish Society on Automation and Control 
and it is the national member of IFAC (International Fed-
eration of Automatic Control) in Spain. Since 1968 CEA-
IFAC looks after the development of the Automation in 
Spain, in its different issues: automatic control, robotics, 
SIMULATION, etc. The association is divided into na-
tional thematic groups, one of which is centered on Mod-
eling, Simulation and Optimization, constituting the CEA 
Spanish Modeling and Simulation Group (CEA-SMSG). 
It looks after the development of the Modelling and Sim-
ulation (M&S) in Spain, working basically on all the is-
sues concerning the use of M&S techniques as essential 
engineering tools for decision-making and optimization. 

 

 http://www.ceautomatica.es/grupos/ 
 emilio.jimenez@unirioja.es 

 simulacion@cea-ifac.es 
 CEA-SMSG / Emilio Jiménez, Department of Electrical 
Engineering, University of La Rioja, San José de Calasanz 
31, 26004 Logroño (La Rioja), SPAIN 

CEA SMSG Activities. The main usual activities of the 
group can be summarized as an annual meeting about 
modelling and simulation, inside CEA meeting on auto-
mation, a biannual symposium on Modeling and Simula-
tion since 2012, specialized courses, a distribution list, a 
periodic elec-tronic report, technical books, a journal 
(‘Revista Iberoamericana de Automática e Informática 
Industrial’, translated as ‘Latin American Journal of Au-
tomation and Industrial Computing’ https://poli-
papers.upv.es/index.php/RIAI, indexed in the Journal Ci-
tation Reports JCR of Thomson Reuters), a trade agree-
ment with Pearson Inc. for a collection of books, an 
award for the scientific contribution in automation and a 
specific award for modelling and simulation, sponsorship 
of events, etc.  

In 2019 CEA SMSG will organize the international 
EUROSIM Congress in July 2019 in La Rioja, Logroño, 
Spain.  

EUROSIM 2019 
10th EUROSIM Congress on Modelling and Simulation 

July 2019, La Rioja, Logroño, Spain 
www.eurosim.info/events/eurosim-congress/ 

 
CEA SMSG Recent Events. As most interesting recent ac-
tivities could be selected: 
• I3M2017 - 12th International Mediterranean and 

Latin American Modelling Multiconference, 2017 
http://www.msc-les.org/conf/i3m2017/, in Barcelona 
(Spain) September 2017, a multiconference. 

• 38th annual meeting, inside the National Automat-ic 
Workshop (XXXV Jornadas de Automática) by the 
CEA-IFAC. September 2017, Gijón (Spain), which 
included the annual meeting of the CEA-SMSG 
(CEA-IFAC Spanish Modeling and Simula-tion 
Group), http://ja2017.es/  

• IV Symposium CEA of Modeling Simulation and 
Optimization http://albergueweb1.uva.es/smso2018 
organized by the CEA-SMSG in Valladolid (Spain) 
in January 2017. 

 
Emilio Jiménez, emilio.jimenez@unirioja.es 
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